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"Then I went to boat Number C,
STOVALL GETS A JOB
the ballot, means that the result thereas the captain said we might try to
St. Louis, Oct. 15. George Stovall,
fore could not be regarded as repreN
!
lower that. Meantime the explosions
deposed manager of the Si. Louis
senting the will of the people.
were dying out. I found that boat
"The president wftuld not feel jus- Americans, said today that unless he
Number 5 had already been whipped
obtains his unconditional release from
tified In accepting the results of such
DEATH
TO
A an election or in recognizing the
the local team by tomorrow he will
by the gale against the davits and
that its bow had been smashed. I
begin negotiations with the Kansas
president so chosen."
Nelson
don't know why, but I lowered the
Federal
which
has
O'Shaughnessy, American
City
league club,
offered him the position of manager.
charge d'affaires, was requested by
empty boat. It got away clear of the
telephone to call at the Mexican forIt Is understood the Kansas City
ship. . It was a pity that it was bro
eign office late last night, immediate
Federals have offered Stovall a three-yea- r
ken.
EXPLOSION THAT WRECKED VOLcontract at,$G,500 a year, with WASHINGTON
"The captain then gave the order JUDGE REFUSES TO ALLOW AN
OFFICIALS
ARE ly after the conclusion of the cabinet MRS. MAC KAY DENIES HAVING
meeting which had discussed the two
a
bonus
to
to
of
fo.000
I
went
$10,000 to be
on the bridge.
IMTURNO ENTRAPPED PASSENAMENDMENT
fight the fire.
OF THE
PESSIMISTIC. AS TO MEXICAN
STOLEN
HUSWOMAN'S
recent communications from the Unitewhen
We
he
the
contract.
to
paid
the
signs
hose
and
the
coupled
pumps
GERS IN BUNKS
PEACHMENT ARTICLES
BAND'S
SITUATION
AFFECTIONS
d1 States government.
These com
stretched two lines of It.
munications it is reported, containing
NO MORE PICKETING
"We had been working the wireless
a warning against the Mexican gov
Calumet, Mich., Oct 15. The 1,600 SPAIN
STORY for nearly an hout. Finally we got PECK
EVIDENCE
OFFICER TELLS THE
ADMITTED
TO TAKE
A
ESTRANGEMENT IS 0L0 ONE
HAND ernment
permitting harm to come to
deputy sheriffs in the Houghton coun
word that the Carmania wa? coming,
the Mexican deputies imprisoned by
ty copper miners' stride zone today
full speed, to hslp us. I ran r0 the
General Huerta, and referring also to DEFENDANT SAYS WIFE RUINED
HOLDS IT IS THE started to serve every striker with THAT COUNTRY'S
GIVES GRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF
THE
JUSTICE
IN
MINISTER
passengers, who were huddled aft.
the
constitutional situation brought
the state supreme court's restraining
BASIS FOR SUBSTANTIVE
HER SPOUSE'S LOVE
THE UNHAPPY EVENTS OF
MEXICAN CAPITAL CONSULTS
Some of them v.tre praving, some
about
the forcible dissolution of the
order
A
num
against picketing.
large
THURSDAY
CHARGE
shouted to them :huL the
FOR HER
DIPLOMATS
chamber o.f deputies.
ber of strikers in the Keweenaw
Carmania was conilaa;. Moat of them
The
American charge went to the
county districts are reported to have
fell on .their knes. The panic atncsff
foreign office and remained there JEALOUSY
VERDICT
GROSSER KURFURST IN FORT them ended.
IS IN
WAS THE CAUSE
SIGHT refused the service, and arrests may TO IGNORE HUERTA'S ORDER some
time, but afterward declined to
be made. There was some peaceful
"I went back to the bridge.
The
talk of what, occurred.
this morning at the Allouze
'H
lhu ,ne ma,n ,nast INDICATIONS ARE THE RESULT picketing
REPLY STATES FURTHER THAT
Minister Calls Conference
AMERICAN
GERMAN VESSEL BRINGS SURVI 1 rap;ilin to!1
PATROL
WILL
SHIPS
Mohawk
mines.
and
was in (tanker of falling.
I sot a
The
minister
to
Mexico
THE PHYSICIAN'S LIFE WAS
Spanish
WILL NOT BE KNOWN FOR
THE COAST WITHOUT HIS
ORS OF NAVAL DISASTER TO
has
couple of tackles and made the maincalled
a
conference
of
the
today
ENDANGERED
SUFFRAGETTE IS PRESENT
NEW YORK
SOME TIME
PERMISSION
mast firm so that the aerials could not
entire diplomatic corps in the Mexi
London, Oct. 15. A futile attempt
can capital to discuss Huerta's decree
go down and destroy our wireless.
to reach King George and Queen Mary
New York, Oct 15. Mrs. Clareuco
"Then the steering gear on the
New York, Oct. IS. Between, 80 and
Albany,' N. Y., Oct. 15 The high was made
Oct. 15- .- The Mexican of dictatorship and the situation
Washington,
a
militant
IL MacKay, suffrage leader and, wile
by
suffragette,
iination today was regarded by of
90 passengers on the Volturno were bridge blew up with a loud explosion. court of impeachment decided today Miss
erally. Advices to that effect reached of
Margaret Sterling as their maj.
the head of the Postal Telegraph-Cabl- e
at Wasuingtou its working to- the slate department early today from
trapped in compartment Noi 1 by the We began to drift. The carpenters that Article 4 was broad enough to esties" were ort the way to the wedding
company, broke her silence tofirst explosion on the vessel Thurs-- , Axed up a hand steerage gear. We cover the Peek testimony in the trial of Prince Arthur of Connaught and ward a crisis, with the United Charge O'Shaughnessy.
the million, dollar suit
day
regarding
or
did
Carnot
to
want
-!
drift for fear the
William Sulzer. The court decided the Duchess of Fife. The
States awaiting Huerta's next move.
day morning and either perished at
young womfiled against her. by Catherine k.
Mazatlan Is Cut Off
The commanding feature was the
once or were burned
alive. This mania could not find us. I told the that it was necessary to amend the an broke through the line of police,
Blake for alleged alienation, of the
news was brought to port today with passengers that the Carmania would at tide or to ask the assembly to waving a petition, hut. she was seized action of the Spanish minister in
Nogales, Sonora, Oct. 15. After
affections of her husband, Dr. Joseph.
conin
two
an
us
of
reach
new
and
one.
draw
a
that quieted
hour,
No mention was and arrested.
days
desultory fighting,
Mexico City in calling .a meeting of
the docking of the Grosser Kurfurst,
. ..
A. Blake, surgeon.
".
made of the Morgenthau testimony in
the diplomatic corps to discuss Huer- stitutionalist troops infesting Guay-ma- s
bearing 105 survivors of the disaster, them.
her
Ar
Through'
counsel,
personal
federals
from
the
driven
have
ta's assumption of a practical dictatorIt came from the lips of Waldron "The Carmania sent us a message the opinion of the court, which was
thur C. Train, Mrs. JIacKay denies all
III
Jose
de
and
San
west
steer
to
southwest
to
meet!
Guaymas,
Empalme
read
.,,
by
and
Administration officials
by Judge Cullen,
ship.
DIES TRYING-Disselman, third officer of the Volof Mrs. Blake's allegations in a forattached deep signifi- suburbs. The battle continued today, mal answer filed in
her, but We had to steer before the
This
consider-wincleared
decks
the
for
diplomatists
rescuers.
the
of
one
the supreme court
turno,
the
defenses
the
assaulting
insurgents
to keep the flames forward.
cance to that.
ation of the motion of counsel for the
characterizes
Mrs.
and
Blake as one
Tiie "Grosser Kurfurst 'docked in
AVE
PET
from
TO 8
'BBS This development attracted great of Guaymaa proper
three sides.
"The captain fought the' flames defense to strike out Articles 1, 2 and
who has a "jealouai disposition, an
ordered
Hoboken this afternoon. Committees hard and within an hour or two we 6
commanders
The
insurgent
attention because of the Spanish minof the impeachment charges on the
when they learned that ungovernable temper and no affecof the Red Cross and Jewish organithought we had them under control. I ground that they related to offenses JULIUS MILLER DYING AS RESULT ister's friendship for Henry Lane Wil- the attack
wh-- v
of
relatives
and
friends
sations
and
General Ojeda had sent a force to the tion or love for her husband,"
went up tf take an observation and committed before the governor took
OF FIRE IN' ALBUQUERQUE
son, the former ambassador of the
one
is
she
it
threatened,
time,
alleged,
relief of Mazatlan.
the dead and living awaited her com- fix our
YESTERDAY
United States to Mexico, and because
position. As I came down the office. The court immediately went
This information, came today from to kill.
ing. Ten automobiles and an ambul- wireless operator Bhouted that the into
the Spanish minister never has supexecutive session for 1his purpose
Since lS95,.Mrs. MacKay avers, Mrs
a
reliable and disinterested source.
ance were on hand to bring the un- Carmania had been
The and there appeared a possibility that
Oct. 15. While ten- ported the policy of the United States.
sighted.
has jhad no affection for the
Blako
Albuquerque,
towas
advised
The insurgent junta
fortunates to places of temporary re- names neneath tne aecK seemed to
President Wilson discussed the sitthe final verdict on the guilt or inno-b- e ants of the Neill B. Field building, 219
doctor.
of
constitutionalist
the
army
that
.
fuge in lanhattan.
under control, but the fire In the cence of the governor might be reach- - West Gold avenue, frantically were uation with Secretary Bryan and sev- day
"On the contrary," the answer conSinaloa had taken Rosarlo and surlit broken English,
Disselman, a forecastle was gaining fast. The sec-le- J
before adjournment tonight,
trying to break fhrougn the police eral senators, and later the foreign rounded Mazatlan, cutting off that tinued, "she ha3 sought to injure hiB
35
quiet mannered man of about
ond officer and several sailors went'
.. lines to save a dog supposed to be in relations committee of the senate had
Th
,
good name by constantly spreading
witnn nt h
water supply.
ytsuit., umi oi. ma eMjCiinm,o umm5 forward to fignt jt there. I met the send the
the building, Julius Miller, 57 years a meeting behind closed doors. It was city's
among hia patients, relatives and;
testimony
the IX hours he was abroad the fire- 'j captain in the smoke. His eyes had
friends false and. unjust rumors and
(0 (he assembly for a new article old a roomer, .was probably fatally a regular meeting day, however, andi
Favared
Are
Federals
'
"
ueen Daal
ana ne W8S mn caused g oom
was the session of the senators was not
doa
accusations
- burned. las.tjicht .Tlie
7
sigainst hira regarding his.
SulGovernor.
a
15
TeX
report
( Qct
v
Eagle Pasgi
-7 among'
"" "
of a nnnaea.
he established as an explosion
" f called tr:, developments., -'" ' jt
.
,
izer's irienda, who had looked on the saved1..
war de: Intimacy with ether women and Bis
,
.,
,l
A
tliliiTi coiiKtmiUK uh""-xiui u.i m;
T
the, stAwnrits in hrm
Miller was not in the habit of retirChairman Bacon, of the committee, partment order permitting the federal neglect of his fcjarital obligations,-aa- i
proposed action as favorable to their
the forward part of the vessel.
food to the passengers, and it was sda of tbe case, The court's decision ing early, said occupants of the place, after a talk with the president ex- has constantly declared to said pergeneral, Joaquin Maas, at Piedras
be done. Then the Grosser Kurfurst, by was reached after a lonr debate which explaining why they had forgotten
"I was just going to
sons that she, the said plaintiff, do
even
the
had
the
ter
viey
pressed
:egras, to pas through American
thpt
said, "when the first explosion occur- wireless, asked if we neded her help. ljegah yestercay afternoon and was about him. Je usually stayed out late united States recognized Huerta his ritory fsuevo juareao, Mexico, cumc spised and hated her said husbaux
red. The Volturno trembled as if she and Captain Inch, thinking he had coutiluled until after 3 O.clook Ulis at. but at 10:15 o'clock last night when assumption of the role of dictator
and tried to ruin him; and that during;
directly from a request of Secretary
the year 1905 and repeatedly thereafter
the fire started he was ic bed in his would, in his opinion, have been suf- of State
has been struck by a heavy shell. Al- the flames beaten, answered that he tcrnotm
war
to
the
department.
Bryan
most immediately other drums began did not need any more help. The Car-- !
..Gent',emeil)..' Presiding Judge Cul- - room, in the rear of the Union Realty ficient cause for a withdrawal of re- The permission " excited widespread she, the said plaintiff, threatened
a
was
fire
her said husband1.
to explode. There
rapid
mania was nearoy. Her captain asK- len saia as soon as newspaperman company's offices.
cognition. There are no precedents comment throughout the Texas border
Firemen found Miller, after they for withdrawing recognition, once ex- country because the constitutionalists
"By reason of the facts alleged in
of explosions that sounded like can- ed what he could do and Captain Inch were .l(raitted t0 the Benate chaml)e,
the plaintiff
had put out the flames, lying on the
nonading.
requested him to scout around for the
tended, but diplomatists pointed out who formerly occupied Piedras Negras the preceding paragraph,
no cuurt a.uiiuuiu;s uuw iiit; appari
in the.
times
mentioned
is
at
all
and
floor
of
room.
was
the
on
was
his
He
off.
circled
such
She
dressed that such an effect might be substan- reported they were unable to get
bridge. boats that had put
"Captain Inch
tion 1o amend the articles of impeachfrom
has
been
in his underclothes, His lace,
estranged
complaint
10 miles east and returned
only
I heard him shout out to man the life- about
ment, has been denied and the court
tially accomplished by withdrawing an permission.
de
haa
husband
and
said
her
utterly
hands
were
came
and feet
boats. The passengers
running without finding them. None of us had has decided that Article 4 is broad
literally cooked. ambassador.
General Maas left Eagle Pass this
or love
affection
whatever
did not see him vhen they first
stroyed
avoid
To
to
Laredo.
route
in panic to the decks. The sailors thought about the 80 or 90 steerage
They
en
Plans for keeping an American nav- forenoon
enough to permit eonsideretion of the
have had for her." ....
sprang to the davits. A gale was passengers in No. 1 compartment. We Peck instance as a basis of a sub entered the room on account of the al force in Mexican waters command- demonstrations on the American side
Mrs.
MacKay alleges further that
dim
l
a
snecial
train
shed
Mans
were
their
we
were
ordered
do
to
seas
time
light
the
but
so,
by
sweeping had not had
lanterns,
howling and
ed almost equal attention, especially
slantive charge."
groans called their attention to the in viey of the strained situation fol- to meet his party at the international Dr. Blake had not lived with the plainin great rollerB around us. The pas- so busy fighting the fire. I don't
tiff as his wife since the year 1904,
huddled form under a burned pile of
sengers crowded the rails so that the know how many of them Were in their
lowing so closely Huerta's announce- railway bridge.
bed clothes.
"long prior to the time when he first
'sailors had difficulty in lowering the places when the first explosion oc-- j
HINDU ADMITS MURDER
ment that his government's permisknew or had any acquaintance With
boats. Meantime the small drums and curred, but I fear that most of therrij
Germany Watching Closely
Calexico, c'al., Oel. 15. Said All
sion for the presence of American
on the contrary,
cases of chemicals were exploding by were there. They were cut of f by Khan,' a Hindu wanted in Stega, Cal.,
Berlin, Oct. 15. The German for- the defendant, but,
would not he renewed this
as much
warships
avoided
the
has
he
plaintiff
new
folio
developoffice is,
wing
the dozen every minute. Flames the flames. We can only imagine in connection with the murder of Rosa MINERS STILL LIVE
month, and the announcement of this eign
and by mutual consent
as
same
possible
at
the
Mexico
ments
closely,
forin
us
1
was
what happened to them, as none of
Domingo, a waitress, whose body
swept up from No. compartment
government's intention to accomplish
its attitude of allow- the said plaintiff and her husband
ward and leaped to the farecastle. was able to get Into that compartment found in San Francisco bay weighted
IN VELSH COLIOY its end, without conflicting with the time adhering 'o.States
government an have at all times since the year 1504
United
the
with chains, was arrested here today
Within a few minutes it was blazing. again.
laws of Mexico by changing the de- ing
and apart, and Eince
absolutely free hand in settling its lived separately
"When it seemed that the flames, by Sheriff Meadows of this" county.
The gale fanned the blaze.
tails of ships.
of the year 1010 haven
autumn
the
advice.
extraneous
without
"A boat was lowered and made had died down somewhat, the captain The sheriff said the Hindu had ton- fsJQT
of THE 400 ENTOMBED It was made plain that the Wash policy
maintained separate and distinct esMEN ARE DEAD, IS THE
away, It seemed as if it would cap- tried to go into the sailors' forecastle, fessed.
tablishments."
ington government was determined to
Arrested
Federal General
size every minute. We lost it time He found the bodies of four sailors,
a naval representation ready fori Ran Antonio. Tex... Oct. 15. Mexi- Mrs. MacKay says she did not mee'
ii've
sea.
turned' to death In the hallway. They
after time in the trough of the
.
,
Dr
Blake until 1909, long after the
eventuality, and some observers! ..un
any
Tn!imlin
Maas.
Rmm1
Another was smashed against the da had been trapped by the fire.
tUa yiovt cton tnwnrfta n Mil.
Cardiff, Wales, Oct. 15. Rescuing l,.in-l,m
oreacn naa oecoiue uuin mu T,ItT,
wu, finrt
i I 11
Amorimn
territory
"The Zeydlitz came up then and
vits before it could be lowered. The
therefore
that
parties searching for the 400 miners ruination of the situation might be
W"
she
and
wife,
prays
from Piedras Negras to Nuevo Laredo,
carpenter's boat, filled with men. lowered, a boat. I saw it pull from
still entombed in the Universal col- forved over that point.
v...
mtG ,Nhnr. sun against ner ue uibuhsocu. In
BILL liery
THt
women and children, put off. Each the ship, come half to us and then
Sirs.
The summons and complaint
got into touch shortly after
Publication of President
was in a special
boat required a complement of sailors turn around and go back. I did not
noon today with a party of 29 men latest note to Huerta attracted w,ae We8 here today. He
Blake's suit was made yesterday. It
to man it, and as each got away it; blame them. No boat could live in
shut in one of (lie galleries by a fall attention for its brevity and forceful-- j tram '
set forth that. she was living with and
THEY DECLARE THE PROPOSED
left us with fewer men to lower the such a sea. The captain of the
of coal. They signaled that another ness. The Mexican government's rebeing supported by Dr. Elate until
LAW IS DANGEROUS AND
Carranza Leaves Cananea
litz by wireless said he would have to
boats.
g roup of 15 . of their, comrades
four years ago. Mra. - MacKay, Bhe
had ply was awaited with keenest inter
Cananea, Sonora, Mexico, Oct. 15.
"I helped lower the third officer's wait, as the swell was too heavy. The
been closed in further along the gal- est. Meanwhile all the agencies of
"wilfully, wickedly and macharges,
General Venuestlano Carranza, leader
hia affections," ana
boat. When it struck the water ajCarmania's said the same. The
alieniated
sitwere
dead.
but
they probably
the government concerned in the
New York, Oct. 15. The Glass-Owe- lery,
of the constitutionalist revolution, left liciously
sea hit it and swept several mania, so fur as I know, did not low-n- t
alienates
still
them,
or
men
&uu
aooui
tne
constant
close
in
were
and
ail
uatlon
twojuiogemer
here today for Hermosillo after a
currency bill now before con- were
tbo women overboard. The chief er a boat while she was near us.
'
Mrs. Blalre's suit for separation-againsrescued, yesterday, and today's communication.
Btav' during which the city gave
was attacked as dangerous and
grass
class
saloon
first
"When
the
the
and
too,
but)
the doctor is pending in the-.officer was swept overboard,
instruc-of
further
of
American
Pai'ties
living
The
.letters
,tgeU np t0 a .ontmuous celebration,
'
ssion of the!discovery of
for- - un.scienuno at today 8
saw
the
I
we
broke
fire
'and
back.
climbed
caught,
on
quarters
courts.
held
hp
men gave rise to nopes mat the fatal-- : tioris delivered hy L'liarge O Khaugn-on Currency Re- - j
him take out an oar to steer the boat ward windows and put. the fire out National Conference
itics would not be to numerous as at nessy to the authorities at Mexico
Frofe&sor E. R. A. Seligmanj
NEGRO ASSAULTS WOMAN
11 ships form.
WICHITA'S NEW UNION STATION
r.rst supposed.
away from the ship. Tt was In danger there. One after another the
City, defining the attitude of the UnitA.
Frank
Cslmnbia
N. SI., Oct. 1". George
cf
University;
Albuquerque,
"of breaking to nieces against, the ves- that stood round us came in sight
Hu'-rta'Wichita, Kas., Oct. 15.Tho Santa
assumption
p(j States toward
Harris, a burly negro, who has been Fe railroad today bsgan the use of
He used the oar and 'offered help. But uobody could Vauderlip. president of the National
i t onv moment.
of dictatorship were as follows:
in police court innumerable times, was the new union station and
We had to
' The
yards in
to advantage and the boat drifted help us in that gale.
president is shocked at the this
of
dean
sor
Frank
own
morning arrested by Chief Mc- this city, thii3 marldng the compleJohnson,
battle.
.
figiit our
methods' employed
the
of
in
CONGRESS
lawlessness
today
,v York "University schorl
cf
Millin on the charge of of disorderly tion and informs! opening of
At 2: HO o'c'.cclr, in the afternoon a
"The fourth officer's boat was low--:
by General tlaei'U, and as a sincere
the!
at
2
comthe
out.
In
s norsrms- were- in f .nr.,
led'
assault
conduct and assaulting a woman. The
No.
commerce,
e
fire
and great terminal system that,
bro';
v.......
is
'Mexico
distressed
eiKU liel.
friend of
deeply
- We tried to chop through
the
eomnlaint waa sworn to bv Jessie 'live been built here at a cost of mff
session'
of
conference,
the
morning
of
ship partment.has
He
arisen.
which
1.5.
situation
Oct.
it. We let it down clear
the
at
Not
Senate:
Washington,
not unknown in ban J2.500.000.
in session; meeis Thursday.
finds it impossible to regard other- Roby, a white woman
and I saw it far away about ten mln- the iron deck to get at it, but could held at Columbia University.
circles.
fell
in
and
utes afterwards. That was the last not. Finally, the hatchway
Banking committee continued hear- wise than as an act of bad faith to- police
broad
Tillman Grows Vehement
FIC'-- T
YOAKUM
P
Jessie, who speaks with
ward the United States Huerta's
time that boat was ever seen so far then we poked hose and steam pipes'
ings on currency bill.
came to
Craig that
told
on
Oct.
water
l
P.!
Judge
in,
Oct.
accent,
1"
Scotch,
and
Denver,
them
Washington,
the
and
In
poured
course
disthrough
know.
committee
I
dissolving
as
congres3
Foreign relations
,
Wilson
to run the cussed the Mexican situation.
the negro had repeatedly lieaten
.1 f r
arresting the deputies.
"I ran to the starboard and saw an-- the fire. Captain Inch was desperate. urgo President
herpyer, was cHini'
Phc Stanley
trunk
away.
s
obstructionists
taken
over
train
the
her
and
had
,.
'I
me
conWe
tn
said:
don't
to
freight
and
rf
a
violation
'
of
turned
not
is
He
"It
of
noon.
at
House: Met
passenger's.
only
ya'
other boat' full
cf '
holding up the currency bill," said
After an unsuccessful fight for a stitutional guarantees, but destroys all wanted a warrant char;.;in assault in the tdx'h rc-idid not lower that, as the captain said think she'll last long now.'
Vr
Senator Tillman today, as he left the quorum, Democratic Leader Under- possibility of a free and fair election. and robbery, but finally decided that. before the Co' i
Captain Nearly Blind
that the sea was too high end that a
'
and wood asked for an agreement for ad- The president believes that an elec- disorderly conduct, and assault would here Inst il '.t
i
Senators
White
House.
me
when
he
told
was
Hughes
I
turned
It.
"He
in
groaning,
live
not
could
boat
will
w
conHarris
hold
have
'1"
wr
the
also
New
nego.
a!K!
,
Tix
Martlne
of
the
under
at
out.
time
thl3
almost
held
were
brought journment three days at a time, but tion
Jersey
Tarn,
They
around end sow the carpenter's boat this. His eyes
of
,
V
as- now existing without the hearing tomorrow. lie was locked up over .Cliarl e
advices
Houses
prosthat
White
was
the.
ditions
was
Leader
It
blocked
by Republican
floating 100 ynrds or so away,
i
r "i
the cf)in:ii n r '
sanction with which law surrounds :n the .city jail.
pects for speedy action were growing. Mann,
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Bradley Sweaters and Scarfs

mk

The new styles in "Bradley"
Sweaters and Headwear are unusually attractive We are showing a large variety of these popular knit garments. You should
see them.
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Flannelette

nl$P

I

Gowns
Never have we shown a better,
more desirable line of Flannelette
well
gowns than at present
made garments of good quality
and neatly trimmed, at prices
you'll appreciate.

OF EXQUISITE FALL MERCHANDISE
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Women's and Children's
Hosiery and Underwear
we

la theso departments

are showing such a variety

Women's Suits, Coats and Dresses
Every day adds new garments to our line of suits, coats and dresses.

of styles

proved style conceits1 of the season

and qualities that no matter what your needs may demand, we can
supply you with what you want. Anything from the light weight cotton garments up to the finest silk and wool mixed garments. Either
separate garments or union eults in any quality you wish. Taese
are the popular Lord & Taylor "Merode" garments.
Onyx Hose in a large variety of desirable numbers for both women
and children. TJunderwear 25c to $3.50. Hosiery, 25c to $4.00.

maximum

degree.

Our "Printzess" and "Wooltex" suits and coats

posses,

Suits, $12.50 to $57.50

Our line includes garments of every

BY THE

Hanan and

OSk
Established

from which to choose.

employments exposing the workman
to (1) alcohol,

TH.--

Published By
. OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated.)

(2)
(3)
organic waste, (4) the weather, arid
(5) confined
positions. These five
groups are subdivided into a hundred
distinct vocations.
The principal
causes of mortality prove to be alco
holism, diseases of the lung, heart,

CO.

.EDITOR liver and nervous system, diabetes,
suicide and accidents.
Most healthful are those vocations
carried on in the open air, provided
they permit movement, those restrictfreedom of movement, though
Enteieu ut the postofice at Last ing
on in the open air, are harmcarried
transLas Vrfgas, New Meuco, for
ful. Trades exposing the workmen to
mission through the UrJted States
are the
alcohol and to
malls as eecond class matter.
most dangerous.
Mortality is higher than the general
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
enginemen,
woodsawyers, teachers, atCarrier
Dally, by
and
torneys
clergymen.. It is nearly
$ .05
I'er Copy
IB as low among physicians, pharmacists,
One Week
65 architects, lawyers' clerks, mail and
One Month
J7.50 telegraph employes, commercial travOne Year
hatters,
'
elers, grocers, fruiterers
Mail
Daily, by
watchmaOne Tear
$6.00 booksellers, hardwaremen,
road
3.01? kers, hosiers, tanners, masons,
61x Months
laborers and servants.
Mortalit yis higher than the general
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
average among public officers, office
GROWER
One Year
$2.00 clerks, street railway employes,
sellers of fish and poultry,
1.00
flli Months
jewelers, cloth merchants, saddlers,
carriers,
i'.:ash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- bakers, millers, butchers,
cabinet-makercarters,
tions.)
roustabouts and sailors
enilt by draft, check or money
laif sent otherwise we will not Mortality is highest amn? day
3tone-cutborers, stevedores, miners,
r responsible for loss.
spuctuien copies free on applica ters, tradespeople, coachmen, grooms,
jockeys, deaier3 in ao'.inns,
printers, blacksmiths, tilers, glass- PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT makers, messengers, cutlers, chimneyTHE EXPIRATION OF TIME
sweeps, barbers and musicians.
Suicide is encountered In nearly all
PAID FOR
vocations, but is rare among clergyAdvertisers are guaranteed the men, officers, railway, mail and telelargest daily and weekly circulation graph employes, '
sawof any newspaper In northern New yers, employes in
gas works and book
VpxIco.
sellers. It is quite rare among tanners, masons, road builders, boatmen,
TELEPHONES
fishermen, wheelwrights and miners.
eu.un.s-- office
Main 2 It is met comparatively often among
.Main 9 grocers, hardwaremen,
Department
cloth merchants, coopers, hosiers, blacksmiths,
M.

PADGETT.

rope-maker-
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fcot-boy-
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ship-builder-
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glass-maker-

cabinet-maker-

tobac-

conists, notaries and lawyers' clerks,
DEATH HATE IX DIFEEK-1- 5 teachers, architects, sailors and game
NT OCCUPATIONS
keepers. Suicide is frequent among
brewers, tilers, dealers in notions,
Dr. Jacques
Bertillon, formerly cutlers, hatters, barbers, tradespeople,
chief of the Paris department of statdomestics,
jewelers,
istics, has' published a study of mor- dairymen, sellers of fish and poultry,
tality in the different vocations, di- gardeners, commercial travelers, atviding them into five groups according torneys, physicians and pharmacists.
to their particular causes of death: All tiii se vocations show a frequency
clock-maker-

.Most of

on that day and get acquainted with BUSTER

wwma

1862

suicide above the average, but
the highest sii'cide rate is found
among saloon keepers, the s?rv, ,''.s nf
retail store keepers, chimney sweeps,
ii'tchers, fruiterers and Musicians.
The correspo.Jt-i.:f The Piuna.' cf
.Medical
t; F Americui
Apiutioi:
siuimarize the repc rt in m

The sentiments expressed by Mr.
Bryan reflect crtc'it upon him and his
friend. It takes two good men to
make one good friendship and the
friendship revealed by this Introduction is one of the fine things that
come into lives that have been lived
worthily.
Emporia people, who always buy
Walt Mason's books in carload lots,
The officers of Santa Fe county are will bo more than delighted with this
having difficulty in collecting the an- new book. Emporia Gazette.
o
nual road tax, according to the New
Mexican. A man just naturally hates
to give up "three hones" for helping
make good highways.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
of

have-ju-

received some unusually pretty

st

these come in exclusive patterns and are especially r'c.h and

attractive.

We also have a good variety of all the staple weaves

and fabrics, both wool and silk.
selection.

See this line before making your

Prices are extremely low, for such qualities.

18, 19J3

1

Beautiful Plumes
Feathers and Plumes were never in more demand than right now,

models

Buster Brown shoes for boys and girls offer an exceptional Variety

1

$3.50 to $15.00

fabrics. Including the latest, most popular weaves of the season.

Las Vspa'LoadingSioro

realized1 for the whole fam-

ltra Shoes for women, Crossett and Douglas shoes for men, and

1879.

to come

in-

dividuality and the prices are extremely low.

In this department we

BUSTER BROWN and HIS DOG TIGE

REAL, LIVE

Every boy and girl in, and around Las Vegas is invited

ily if their ehoes come from us. All the new popular style

ESTABLISHED

No two hats alike, yet every one possesses all possible style and

Dress Goods and Silks

FOR THE BOYS AND GIRLS OF LAS VEGAS

Comfortable Shoes

I

newest, most aproved models In women's and children's millinery.

Coats, $7.50 to $55.00

AT OUR STORE, SATURDAY OCT.

the season are here for men, women and children.

Let us show you

PUBLIC RECEPTION

We are also Bhowlng an exceptionally large line of Children's
Clothing, which is sure to Interest you in both price and quality.

or

individuality

variety of exclusive styles in the

We are showing an excellent

Dresses, $7.50 to $45.00

These lines offer the most for your money.

that desire will be

ap-

these desirable garments.

Our line of Men's Furnishings is the largest in the city and includes such well known lines as Wilson Bros. Shirts, Arrow BranJ
Collars, Mallory Hats, Racine Flannel Shirts, Mentor and Cooper's

is the desire of all

the greatest

quality for evory purpose, from the plain wool dTess to elaborate evening costumes.

Men's Furnishings

Underwear.

the latest, most

are well repre? ted in garments combining style and quality to a

and style and offer the highest possible value for your money.
.

All of

Fall Millinery In Exclusive
Styles

nor has the variety of styles and colors been as comprehensive. We

are showing a beautiful line of French and Willow
ceptional quality

South SidePlaga

given until October 31 to file briefs
before the state engineer.
Savings Bank Closed
The Savings Bank of Taiban was
closed today by the state banking department, and L, B. Waters Is in

Plumes

of

ex-

all desirable colors and sizes.

$3.50 to $15.00

the age of J03. Up to nate he bid
fair to reach a rive old age." "Deceased died from blood poison caused by a
broken ankle which is remarkable as
the automobile struck him between
the lamp and the radiator." A mother
is reported to have "died in infancy."
charge pending further developments.
The significance of these reports
This bank was last examined in June
lies in the fact that they emanate
and at that time was told to levy an
from the members of a learned profesassessment on the stockholders, so it
sion dealing with the practice of that
is reported, and given until October 1
profession. They serve to caution
to do so. This it was learned has not
those who are eager to clothe these
been done. The bank was organized
local doctors with authority to say
March 11, 1907, and on June 30 had
resources of $55,085.
The deposits, in jail for opening a mail sack and who shall marry and who shall not.
however, from the time of the exami- taking out a letter. The Indian caused
SHEEP MOVEMENT BRISK
nation in June to date decreased from a ripple of excitement when it was
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 16. Hard
found that he could speak neither
$32,000 to $21,000 it is claimed.
SIX YEA11S AiO
times and the tariff bill are being disr
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct.
Boundary Suit to Start
English or Spanish. Interpreter
The attorney general, Frank W.
Haynes Motor Sales company today
tried him in choice Spanish, counted in Albuquerque these days by
Six years ago Walt. Mason did his filed incorpartion papers with the Clancy will leave for El Paso tonight asking him questions over and over the conversation of many of the
first day's work on the Gazette. The state corporation commission.
The where the taking of testimony will again, using different words in an ef- heaviest buyers in the sheep trade,
day before he had driven a rattley office of the company will be at
start in the boundary suit between fort to reach the Navajo's vocabulary. who say that conditions are good 'and
old buckboard Into town, and after
are going to stay good.
301 West Central avenue, the state of Texas and the state of The Indian's
language was resorted to
J. B. Manby of Denver, one of the
locating himself he showed up at the and Walter Weinman is the statutory New' Mexico. The suit was brought yesterday and then his case was dis
veteran
office at half past seven and went; to agent. The capital stock is $25,000, to determine title to thousands
buyers in the New Mexico
of posed of.
closed a deal with Nathan
work.
He turned in so much copy diveded into $1.00 shares. Business acres of fertile land in the Rio Granfield,
today
is
Assistant Warden
Spears
that he snowed the printers under starts with 2,000, held by the de valley between Anthony and El , Barney Spears, of Albuquerque, was Jaffa of Roswell for 4,000 head of
and stuck the paper. ' From the day following: Walter Weinman, 1,800 Paso, and will probably be long drawn yesterday confirmed as assistant war- lambs which are to go to feed lots In
he struck town he began to improve shares; Jacob Weinman, 100 shares; out. The titles became involved den or the penitentiary upon the re- northern Colorado. Mr. Manby leaves
in the quality of his work and Is now anfl Carrie Weinman, 100 shares.
through the changing of the course of commendation of Warden McMarims. this afternoon for Lamy where he will
Corporation Dissolves
the Rio Grande every few years, and Spears has been employed at the pen- load a train of cattle, sold by State
turning out more and better stuff than
ever he has written before in his life.
The Hope Community Irrigation most of the deeds carried the river itentiary for about nine years, and Is Senator B. F. Pankey.
"I consider feeding conditions genIt Is a happy coincidence that six company filed a dissolution notice yes- in the description as one of the boun- said to be one of the best practical
years after he went to work in Em- terday with the state corporation com- daries.
brick men at the institution. The erally very good," said Mr. Manby
The company organized
poria his third book Is on the market mission.
New Superintendent
board also allowed bills for the past this morning. "We are finding a
and a handsome book It is. It is about two years ago it is said, but
demand for feeders .in
12
The board of trustees of the New two months, and recommended
northern Colorado, in Kansas and In
Mexico reform school at Springer prisoners for parole.
published by A. C. McClurg and Com never commenced business.
Arrested in Texas
Missouri, and) I doubt if the result of
pany, of Chicago. The title is "Rip
have hired a new superintendent for
the season's business will differ great,
ODD DEATH REPORTS
Morris M. Bramlett, formerly of the school vice J. F. Hutchison of
pling Rhymes," for short, the whole
The chief statistician of Wisconsin ly from former years."
title being "Rippling Rhymes to suit Elida, but wanted there in connection Springer, resigned, according to infor"We have bought some 45,000 head
In
the times all sorts of themes em- with the burning of the Elida News mation received In this
examining death , certificates filed
city.' The
bracing some gay, some sad, some not plant on July 24, was arrested in Ter- new man is from Kansas it is said. by physicians with the state board of of sheep In northern New Mexico this
so bad, as written y Walt Mason." rell, Texas, last week under the name The board meeting was held last health, has discovered and disclosed season," said B. C. Culp, of
some of more han local interest.
Of course it Is easy to guess what kind of Davis, by Geoge Deen, sheriff of week.
today, "and have found
of a book; it is. It' is a Walt Mason Roosevelt county, and is being brought
They reveal such aberrations of sense quite a ready market for them In ColPower Project
He confessed his
book, full of sound philosophy, good back to Portales.
Mel. J. P. Straub of Virsylvia, Taos and science in the diagnosis of dis- orado and the middle states. I have
humor, optimism, and clean mirth. share in the alleged arson at Amarillo county, has filed a water application ease and the causes of death as to found that market conditions generWalt Mason probably is the most wide- yesterday, according to a long dis- in the. state engineer's office. He asks merit consideration from reformers ally are favorable and see no reason
ly read poet in the English language. tance phone message received by Cap- for 100 cubic feet a second from the who wish to put nearly every act of for anything but the most favorable
His verses are sold in every English tain Fred Pornoff this morning. Cap- Red river for power purposes, claim human life under medical supervision. outlook."
A few instances must serve to illusOther buyers who have been here
speaking country In the world. They tain Fornoff left this afternoon for ing that he can develop 1,625 h'rse
the nature of a multitude. One during the fair feel very optimistic
trate
with
in
Portales
In
mind
a
and
the
this case. power for mining and manufacturing
connection
hit
certain spot
report is this: "Went to bed feeling over the outlook.
Water Hearing
heart of the average man, and thus
purposes.
well, but wake up dead." Another
conin the hearing of the Raton Water
fill a long felt want This book
Made a Game Preserve
not know the cause of
tains much of the very best that Mr Works company on its application to
INDIANA LIBRARIANS MEET
The Vermejo ranch, together with says: "Do
but
fully recovered
patient
death,
Mason has done. It is compiled from appropriate the waters of Chlcorito that
Ind., Oct, 15. The Indiana
Marion,
of
as
known
it
"The Costilla
part
contributions to Collier's, Harper's. springs, to which the Maxwell Land Game and Fish Preserve," has been from last Illness." A third reported: Library association opened its annual
The Ladies' Home Journal, The" Smart .Grant company has filed a protest, a made a game and fish preserve under "Last Illness caused by chronic rheu- convention here today with a large
but was cured1 before death." attendance of
Set, LIppincott's and the American brief session was held yesterday after- the laws of the state of New Mexico, matism,
city and' college librar"Deceased never had ians
another:
Still
of the state. The
noon before R. L. Cooper, appointed has been licensed and
all
parts
from
.
Magazine.
posted and no
sick." And this: "Died sessions will last three
But one of the finest things in the to' take testimony by the state engi- hunting or fishing will be permitted been fatally
days and will
serious."
be devoted to a discussion of library
book is In prose. It Is an Introduction neer. Leroy O. Moore represented the except under written permission of suddenly; nothing
Some reports are mere absurdities,
work In all its phases. L. J. Bailey of
written by Walt Mason's old Nebras- water company and E. C. Crampton, the owner or his authorized agent.
such as: "Kicked by a horse shod on
Gary, presided at the opening session
sides
Both
were
ka friend, William Jennings Bryan. the protestants.
This Information is contained In a the left kidney." "Died
suddenly at this afternoon.
t

15.--T- he

copy of trespass notice in the game
warden's office. This means that Under the law of 1912, upon payment of
a $50 fee for a ten year park, fee and
$25 lake fee, that the Adams Cattle
company, W. H. Bartlett, president,
becomes the absolute owner of all the
game and fish on over 300,000 acres
of land. It is estimated that there are
2,000 deer on the preserve, with all
other wild animals in proportion.
In United States Court
Judge Pope yesterday sentenced
Nez, a Navajo Indian, to four months

High-towe-

'

Culp-Brother-

'
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DUCHESS'
FALTERS
"

VOICE
AT

BUT PRINCE

ARTHUR MAKES REMARRIAGE SERVICE PLAINLY
IN

Illli

Severe Lung Trouble
While we all know that pleuty of fresh
)r
pel.fi01)
good fooU are ut.ceii;lir,
ufferiiiK from lung trouble someLtiiug
more In ueedert to iJi'iug about full beallti.
Eckmiin's Alterative is n mediciue for
turoat and lung trouuies, aud 80 many
reports have been received showing that
il brought about good results In a number
of caaes which were declared hopeless,
that ali sul'lerers who are not benellting
otherwise,
should, at least Investigate
what it has done for others.
It may be
the means of restoring you to health. Investigate this case:
Madison Lake, Minn.
"Gentlemen: In December, 10U8, and
I was taken with hemorMarch, lW-rhages of I he Inn;', which cmitlnrrt me
several weeks each time to my bed. These
left, me very weak and I coughed at nights
and could not uleop.
My appetite also
failed mo. My "iloetor advised me to go
West. So, in September, l!ijf, I planned
to go. but I had four more hemorrhages,
which put me in bed for three weeks.
"In November 1 started for Denver, Col.
After my arrival.'
met .Michael llrody,
who, upuii learning of my condition, urged
me to take ICeknian's Alterative.
In
about two months.
began to feel better.
I kept on taking the medicine and Improved I fast. In1 March. I'.UO, 1 returned
am entirely well have n
home.
think.
good appetite and sleep well'. When I left
Denver my weight was l;',0 pounds.
I
now weigh lti.", my normal weight.
I
thank (iod aud your Alterative for my
health.
If I can help any other person
suffering from Tuberculosis. I will gladly
do so."
(Sworn ullldnvlt) PAUL I,. FASNACHT.
Hckmnn's Alterative is effective in Bronchitis. Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
Ask for booklet
drugs.
telling of recoveries, and write to
Laboratory, 1'hlladelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by nil leading druggists
and Central Drug
E. O. Murphey

ad

,

THE ALTAR

SPONSES

ReCOVCrCd FrOI3

highness was received by the lordj
chamberlain and other dignitaries.
Here she was joined by her brides- I
maids, Princess Mary ot Wales, p.-iMaud of Fife, Princess Patricia
cess
.
of Connau'iht and Princess Mary of
Teck. The bridesmaids were gowned
in blue.
Little Prince John, youngest
son ot the king and queen, and his
cousin, Prince Olaf of Norway, joined the procession as train bearers.
Meanwhile the members of the
of quests,
distinguished company
some 300 In all, were taking up their
Occupying
places insult- the chapel.
ill
grouped in front of the
altar were the queen and other members of the royal family.
In her lnidal dress of soft Ivory
and an extiuisite wedding veil
that had belonged to Queen Victoria
the youthful bride looked a cnarming:
type of English beauty and refine-- :
meat. Her jewels were magnificent!
pearls, some the gift of the bride-ar- e
sroom, some formerly worn by Queen
Alexandra and some the gift of King

t

IS

OCTOBER

15,

THREE

1913.

TAMER CLEWS DECLARES

BUSINESS

OF ELECTRIC

POWER

ILL

BE HAMPERED

MISS ALLENE WOOD PERFORMS
WONDERS WITH ULTRA
VIOLET RAYS

NEW YORK MAN SAYS UNSETTLED
CURRENCY LEGISLATION IS
THE CAUSE

New York, Oct. 15. The decline of
the past week was largely due to active professional manipulation based
chiefly upon the increased firmness
and scarcity of time money, upon disappointment over the delay in a distribution of Union Pacific assets and
upon the strong disagreement among
bankers ove.r the currency bill. Added features of discouragement were
naught. Both- bride and bridegroom
temporary confusion regarding the
direct descendants of the latej
new tariff and indications of slight
Queen Victoria, the bride being a
business irecession in localities afand the bride- - Oeoree and Queen Mary,
and tariff
fected
by crop damage
of the formality and core- groom a grandson of her late ma-changes.
mony that accompany a state wed- iicsty.
While the harvest as a whole has
The ancient chapel, one of the few cling was dispensed "with, in accord-remain- s
fallen behind expectations, especially
of the old palace of the Tu- - ance with the desire to make the
as to com and cotton, the grand rewas
dors,
tastefully though not ela- - wedding more private than, public, Company.
sult In the United States has been
borately decorated for the wedding. The king having led his niece to her
about an average yield, and the money
Out of respect to the bride, whose place before the altar, she curtseyed
value of our crops will probably be
of the royal family. Subsequently the today.
homo la In the Scottish blehl.infls. to the imposing group of her royal
In the demonstration of the ultra-a-t almost as great as, if not equal to,
take up their home
5 cur..? couple will
white heather figured conspicuously relatives, and the king then save her
violet ray Miss Wrood, by means of that of last year. There has been no
near
York.
Bttrnholme,
to Prince Arthur, who. bending
d
in the floral adornments of the
and our farmers as
jthis powerful light, 'writes upon the acrop calamity;
His head, took the hand m nis own
pel.
waI1 letters of fire which remain for
class, backed by several successive
TELL
RESULTS
A great crowd assembled in St. 'and just brushed the finger tips with
speaking,
There Can Be No Doubt About the 20 minutes thereafter before the eyes good years, are, generally
The losses- of corn in
James' Square to watch the arrival his lips.
- prosperous.
of
the
audience.
sufWere
wall
the
"In
Las
East
Results
Veqas
of the bridal party and the guests.
Immediately afterwards the voice of
fIcientl-sensitized beforehand, trie Kansas and Oklahoma were largely
tell the tale.
Results
the
broke
cuthe
to
clergyman
There was little
officiating
reward the
hand
would remain visible for compensated for by the big wheat
writing
ah ,tnht
rpmnvpri
dresses
satin
and
of
silk
as
of
the
whispers
onlookers,
crop; and the loss of cotton in Texas
however,
riosity
The testimony of an EuHt. Las Vegas
in
the most rlistino-uishprof thn nartici- - with the opening words of the mar
ray of light is used as a crayon a and Oklahoma by a larger yield
Arthur
and
Prince
states
southern
service.
spoke
other
and
did
jciueu.
at
and
riage
the
exGeorgia
most wonderful as well as novel
pants
guests
wedding
Can be easily investigated,
the high prices obtained for the sta
not pass through the main entranoe (he responses in -- a loud and firm
hibition.
can
had
be
better
What
inaudi-- ;
proof
was
almost
brido
The
voice.
Of course the heavy crop losses
to the chapel.
The king and queen,
t
The
ray has been used ple.
notice! Mrs. Anna Pearce, 509 Eighth St..
certain
districts must result In a
in
Queen Alexandra, her sister, Empress bin, and one could not fail to
in Copenhagen for the cure of cancer
im.
was
t
r.ast
vegus,
ol
l,as
tays.
the
business
as
situation, which has
bishop solemly spoke
Marie of Russia, the King and Queen that,
for some time. It. is only recently, spotty
weak-famil,
reflected
been
of Norway, and others ot the royal marriage as "not by any to be enter-- troubled for about a year with
by smaller
however, that Professor Wood has already
of the kidneys. This ailment
made their entrance through prised nor to be taken in hand unad-,nes- s
made it possible to exhibit this won- merchandise orders, as well as a de
n onoMniiv
erpotpri hR- - vlnedlv. lightly, or wantonly," tears wag removed by one box of Doan's derful ray of light so that the general cided shrinkage in the demand for
tween the Chapel Royal and St. James; were plainly visible in her large eyes. Kidney Pills. I have never used more public may see its peculiar effects. currency in those sections. The south
Inthan a few doses of them, whenever Do you
The benediction having been
Palace and Marlborough: House. A
really know whether you are as a whole, however, has not been
medicine. color blind or not? The ultra-viola
I have
needed
and
bride
the
the
kidney
On
high
the
bridegroom's
nounced,
contrary,
was
jured.
provided
passage way
from Clarence House for the ppecial unitsd procession left the chapel, the They have always relieved me quickly. ray will settle this question once for prices now obtained for cotton, together with the large crop in certain
convenience of the Duchess of Con-- ! organ pealing forth tne joyous strains uist tail l maae a trip to Missouri all.
and while I was there, I had an at- of Mendelssohn's wedding march.
states, promise to result in a period
radio-activnaueht.
e
Large discs coated with
I
' The
hack
had
trouble.
of
The
the!
bride
and'
immediately materials change their color before of exceptional prosperity in that sec
many
bridegroom
kidney
ceremony was conducted by
the
Pills the eyes of 1he audience wnen BUD. tion of the country. The yield of
after
Doan's
of
a
wishes
as,
Kidney
got
who
was
assisted
expressed
supply
good
of
London,
Tlishop
St.
to
the
took
and two boxes
pain in jected to this wonderful ray. Cer-Th-e cotton may exceed 14,000,000 bales
away
by several other well known prelates, ceremony, they proceeded
was
and some excellent authorities estiThe
made
James'
and
Palace.
back
kidneys
to
register
my
the
his
stand
my
bishop took
fowers which contain
and was follow-- j signed in the great drawing room, r,la."
of the haut-pas- ,
five materials are also made to change mate the value of the crop at fully
a billion dollars an unprecedented
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 their
ed almost immediately by the bride- - four queens and two kings as well
lor. The , little brown-eyeFoster-MIlburof
the
beau-Nomembers
as
other
circle,
total. As to both cotton and' corn,
Co.,
Buffalo,
j
royal
a
the
and
to
for
youth-his
supporters,
froom
d;tisy,
example, changes
the
Till Prince or Wales nprt his' cousin, appending their signatures with
York, sole agents for the United tif ul purple flower under this peculiar it should be remembered the govern
ment is apt to underestimate the final
The c:ersy ia attendance.
the Duke of
States.
light.
yield. There 13, therefore, no serious
The wedding breakfast was served
Remember the name Doan's and
bridegroom was attired in the uniform
reason for business apprehension so
room
the
state
in
for
the
of his regiment, the Scots Greys.
dining
kingtaie n0 other. Adv.
as the crops are concerned, even
far
When the bride, accompanied by and queen, the bride and groom, and
not
When your food does
digest
His
the king, arrived at the chapel the the royal and princely guests.
you rack the lung well and you. feel "blue," tired and allowing for earlier disappointments,
Stop coughing!
In the new tariff schedules there Is
cheers of the crowds were loud and majesty proposed the health of the and worry the body. BALLARD'S discouraged, vou should use a little
ITOREHOTJND SYRUP checks irrita HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the nothlnz that was unexpected. A re
long sustained, so that the young newly wedded pair.
heals the lungs and restores bowels, purifies the system and re- duction in duties was a
foregone coa
The early days of the honeymoon tion,
duchess seemed much affected by the
comfortable Wreathing. Price 25c, 50c stores a fine feeling of health and enwarmth of, the popular greeting. At will be spent at a well known country and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central elusion ever since the election 11
months ago. Business men gradually
Drug Co. Adv.
the entrance to the chapel her royal estate belonging to intimate friends Drug Co Adv.
prepared for the inevitable. Unfor
tunately, a few concerns In the cotton
and woolen Industries will be hard
hit But these will prove very few,
and In most cases the injuries will be
confined to establishments that were
behind the times in efficiency and
equipment. Our great steel industry
Is in splendid shape to meet new con
ditions. Possibly a small amount of
IfllllflW
European steel might be landed on
the Atlantic or Pacific coastal mar
kets, but such amounts will cut no
serious figure In our total trade Of
course In the event of our markets
being active and the foreign markets
depressed an exceptional occurrence
in these days of close international
relations the influx might temporarily amount to something; but such a
movement would soon automatically
correct itself by rising prices abroad
and concessions here. Besides. European mills will be slow to make any
raid on this market, which could yield
but temporary results, because they
are not likely to recklessly Invite re'
taliation
:
by America's industrial
:
111
Am&rican steel manufacturers,
giants.
f
111!
ss:i.
f;ili
though naturally averse to losing any
liilll-'U
U :
tariff advantages, are abundantly able
to take care of themselves In the
i
Immm.
fmmi H
piworld's markets, in which we are rapidly becoming a more and more important factor. Our exports of steel
are destined to show marvellous
growth during the next few years,
not to speak of growing domestic consumption; because the combination
of our enormus resources, our modern
equipment and our native skill, which
foreign competition will slmrVIy sharp
en, cannot do otherwise tnan comNIGHT.
SCENE FROM "READY MONEY," DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE TOMORRO-mand for ns a much larger share of
the world's business. The new tariff,
The present age has fitly been call- tutions to be shaken from its old is as advanced as the daughter and mother and daughter that supplies a
can effect no injury to any inthen,
to
the
interest
modern
the
if
And one of submits to the new order. But
compelling love
ed the woman's age for at no other ways is the family itself.
Its workings
of Importance.
dustry
mother is of the old order and not in romance "Ready Money", which
will inevitably eause cona
time
for
time in history have women and their the most sacred of the family tradiwith the daughter's mode of liam A. Brady, Ltd., presents at the
affairs been so much to the forefront. tions to be upset is that relating to managing things, she objects and ob-- j Duncan opera house Thursday, Octo- - fusion- until its effects can be more
closely measured and until business
r
And this is due primarily to the fact the guidance of the daughter by the jects to some purpose. So there
IB, with the New iorK company
has had time to adjust itself to new
heart.
all
of
affairs
the
in
which
mother
famRobert
Ober, Douglas
includes
pears a very vital conflict in the
that woman herself has become more
conditions. Some lines of business
ily; mother and daughter at variance Wood, Nena Blake, Mary Carlisle, will be promptly stimulated by lower
active aud is showing a new interest Time was when no peace-lovindared select her mate with- about a thing that concerns one deep- John C. Brownell, Estelle Wynne, rates. Others will be checked. In
in everything that goes on about her. daughter
out first obtaining the approbation of ly and the other almost as muc- h- Clarence Rockfeller, Adelaide Hast- one respect at least the bill will be
No longer is she content to sit at
her mother. In these good times the and both holding a very deep love for ings and 15 others. "Ready Money" Immediately stimulating. Uncertainty
home and let the other half do all daughter usually selects and when the other. Often the reasons of the comes with a "record of eight months is over and the vacuum caused
by
the thinking as well as providing. She she is very sure of her choice, she .mother for objecting to her daughter's at the New Theater in London, eight an accumulation of deferred orders
claims, and usually gets, a vote in all considers the best way of imparting choice are not of the fairest, but that months at the Maxine Elliott Theater will have to be promptly filled, bemakes the conflict no less hard for in New York, and four months at the cause consumption among the masses
things that pertain to her. And so in the intelligence to her parent.
mothboth. It is Buch a conflict between Cort Theater, Chicago.
this new order one of the first insti
that
the
it
may happen
shows no cessation. In another re- Now,

London, Oct.

In the presence of
King George, Queen Mary, and a brilliant gathering of royal and distinguished personages, the young Duch
ess of Fife, daughter of the Princess
Royal, was united
today;
in the Chapel Royal of St. James'
palace.to Prince Arthur of Connaught,
son of the Duke and Duchess of Con- 15.
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Miss Allene. Wood, who accompanies

and

Professor Montraville
Wood In his entertainment which appears at the Duncan opera house Sat
urday night, is a graduate of a well
known musical college of Chicago and
is otherwise talented, but there is
nothing in which she so delights as
scientific work. The marvelous work
that she performs with tne ultra-violray has given her the name of
"the tamer pf electricity." Fattier
and daughter handle this ultra-violray as they would the ordinary electric light, but for a novice to attempt
it might mean ceriain death.
The ultra-violray is produced by
taking alternating current and boost
ing it to 25,000 volts, requiring one of
the most dangerous currents known
assists

cha-'han-

1

ultra-viole-

nor-jtai-

j

radlo-ac-rig-

d

n
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THAT PRESENT DAY IS WOMAN'S OPPORTUNITY
IS THE LESSON TAUGHT BY "READY MONEY"
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BACK

North Ash St., Spokane, Wash.
was sick and I had to give him
baths and rub hira with alcohol and one
evening by mistake In the
dark I grabbed the bottle
that contained carbollo acid
and rubbed some on before I
noticod my mistake. Baby
was burnod on the back from
s
shoulders to tho ankles. The
B
Vfl
skin was red and blistered.
He suffered quite a littlo. A
neighbor told mo about the
Cuticura Ointment so I purchased a box at
once. I just put tlio.Cuticura Ointmont on
twice a day and the burnt skin all came off
and left no scar. It was only two weeks
before he was cured." (Signed) Mrs. J. H.
15

"My baby

WILL

01

wmm,

to

Skin
From Shoulders to Ankles
Red and Blistered. Cuticura Ointment Cured in Two Weeks.

OiiLl
SECRETARY OF THE COMMERCIAL
CLUB WILL TAKE SIMILAR JOB
IN NEIGHBORING
STATE

W, H. Stark, secretary of the Las
Vegas Commercial club, has accepted
the secretaryship of the Commercial
club at Claremore, Okla., and will begin his official duties as such on NoJ
vember 1. Mr. Stark accepted tho
offer of the Oklahoma town because
he was offered a substantial Increase
in salary, His contract with the local
organization will not expire until October 31.
1913.
Langlot, Jar. 28,
Mr. Stark has been, most successful
In his work in Las Vegas, and his
HAIR FELL OUT GRADUALLY
work attracted the attention of the
" My trouble began Claremore Commercial club, which
Valley Center, Cat.
on my head with itching first thing. Next
was not slow to offer him a flattermy hair began falling. My hair was getting
ing
salary. He came here six months
dry and lifeless and thin and it fell out gradago and has been active in. promoting
ually. Right away I began to uso the Cuticura Soap and Ointment, used only one the commercial welfare of Las Vegas.
cake of Cuticura Soap and box of Cuticura
Mr. Stark was largely Instrumental In
Ointmont and Inside of threo weeks I was
bringing the Lubln Motion Picture
well." (Signed) Gru.a-Ornish, Mar. 28,
1013.
company's western company here; he
Cuticura 8oap (26c.) and Cuticura Ointwas one of the originators and boostA singlo
ment (50c.) are sold everywhere.
set is often sufficient. Liberal sample of ers of the Y. M. C. A. summer camp,
which was originated with the idea of
Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 32-d
dress
"Cuticura, Dopt. T, Boston."
advertising La3 Vegas' beautiful scen
49Men who shave and shampoo with Cuery and fine climate1; he has assisted
ticura Soap will find It best for skin and acall),
in giving much publicity to the advantages of Las Vegas' dry fanning
spect the tariff will be a disappoint- and Irrigated tracts; he has paid off
ment, inasmuch as it will not im- a big slice of the Commercial club's
mediately reduce the cost of living. indebtedness.
Many factors enter Into the high price
Mr. Stark took the secretaryship of
problem, and so small an element In the Commercial club at a critical time
total cost as the tariff will be slow In the career of that organization.
to reach the consumer. High prices He was the first secretary who was
rule all over the world, even In free employed to devote his entire time to
trade countries, and their cure rests the club. He succeeded in enlisting
in decreasing cost of production and for the
organization the support ot
increasing supplies of raw and finish- the entire community, and laid the
ed products. One of the most imports foundation
for more and better
ant causes for high prices has been boosting in the future.
the universal advance in wages and
The annual election of officers of
the shorter hours of labor.
the club will occur the latter part
The prospects of currency legisla- of this month. A successor for Mr.
tion will be considered a cause of Stark doubtless will be chosen at
hesitancy, and therefore, temporary that time. It is said that some
business contraction. The outlook for changes In the policy of the club will
legislation now is particularly confus- be Inaugurated with the beginning of
ing, and there is strong conflict of the new fiscal year of the
opjnion between bankers themselves
as to the solution which is not encouraging,' but President Wilson is Most Dangerous of Minor Ailm-n- s
said to expect that the bill will beOf the minor ailments a cold is by.
come law before December 1. The far the most1
dangerous, not in itself,
home money market Is not yet free ot but the serious disease
it so often
perplexities, although no crisis is now leads tt. Pneumonia and consumpexpected. Crop demands are not over, tion always start with a cold. When
but are being met more easily than
you have a cold you are much more
expected, partly through the beneto contract the infectious disficial action of the treasury and partly likely
eases such as diphtheria, carlet fevthrough the lessened requirements for er and
whooping cough. Colds are
business and crop purposes. It may
in fact, Chamberlaln'3
easily
cured,
be several weeks or until the crop
Cough Remedy is famous for its cures
demands are satisfied,' before the local
sf this most common ailment, and Is
money market settles into a satisfacpleasant and safe to take. Why take
tory position. The monetary position such
desperate chances fthen so reabroad is. not satisfactory.
London liable and
trustworthy a medicine may
has had a flood of new Issues, and the
be
obtained
for a quarter. For sale
demand for funds by European govall dealers. Adv.
by
ernments, largely for military purposes, is incessant and extreme. A
very cautious feeling prevails among DISCUSS ELASTICITY OF CREDIT
New York, Oct. 15. "The Elasticity;
the leading bankers of Europe, and it
is quite evident that gold exports to oof Credit" was the general topic at
the United States will be strongly re- the sessions of this, the concluding
sisted by the Bank of England, al- day of the second national conference
though natural conditions will shortly on currency reform. The conference
favor an influx of the precious metr.l concludes with a banquet at the Hotel
to these shores. Our local bankers Astor tonight, former Senator Nelson
are not pessimistic regarding the sit- A. Aldrlch of Rhode Island delivering
uation, although they see the possibil- the principal address.
ity of a slight business recession in
Europe as well as in the United States tlon that has already taken place havfrom the Intense activity of the past ing fairly discounted many of the unyear or two. It ig premature to as- favorable features referred to above.
sert that stock market values have Nevertheless obligations should be
reached their low point, but the im- assumed with care until the money
mediate situation does not warrant market recovers its equilibrium.
HENRY CLEWS.
any. further serious decline; the reac- 1
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"The Children's Chil
dren" are now using
Foley's Honey and Tar

Compound and it is to
day the same safe effective and curative med
icine thattheirparents
foundit. Forallcoughs,
colds, croup, whooping

IK! (i

;)

cough, bronchitis,

hoarsenes end tickling
in throat, use it. It
gives satisfactory re

sults.

O. G. SCHAEFER,

1
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15, 1913.

11 AHA
vr i i r
the money for the establishment ot tor any case of deafness (caused by
xun cvuia
Ribs, Jan. ?10.22V-i- ;
May $10.57. metal was reported. Gains of one to just before the close with especial weiiLo jipvvu. aitxi lieu o
which was donated by enterprising catarrh) that cannot ba cured by
three points were made before noon weakness in certain prices, Can, Read- lower. Bulk $S8.30; heavy $8
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circul
'
citizens for the purpose of advertis- ars
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
free.
by
Amalgamated, Steel common and ing, Baltimore and Ohio and other 8.30; packers and butchers $8.10
ing the sunshine In which they basic.
New York, Oct.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio.
stock mar- preferred, American Telephone, Peo- active shares. The decline wiped out 8.35; lights $7.908.30; pigs $67.50.
And It Is unique in that it is not run
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
ket was again under the influence of ple's Gas, Union Pacific and New a large part of the gains recorded ear- - Cattle,
receipts 11,000. Market
AT
Take Hall's Family Pills for constito procure dividends.
conflicting conditions today, hut the Haven. Can, Harvesting and Cana Her In the day. The last sales were: steady to weaK. Prime fed steers ?9
Adv.
The fact of the matter is the citi- pation.
undertone gave promise ot betterment. dian Pacific were relatively, heavy. Amalgamated Copper
'9.40; dressed beef steers $7.808.90;
71
zens of Las Vegas realized that, outwestern steers $78.65; southern
10G
Opening prices, while reflecting un-- . Bonds were firm.
bid
SEEK PARDON FOR MURDERESS
Su'iar,
side of the efforts ot the Santa Fe,
..T!.
showed
steers $5.507; cows $4.257; helf-92
a
certainty,
preponderance of
Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 15 The state j
Repurchases of stocks sold by the Atchison ..
the city had not had much boosting.
feeders
board of pardons today listened .toigalns- - These were soon effaced, but bear factions carried the morning rise Reading
1G014 ers $59.25; stockers and
They realized that, excepting the
men at the end of the morning ses further, with Union Pacific in keen Southern Pacific ...... .
bulls $4.756.50; calves
86
on
the
$5.508.10;
arguments
recently
petition
of Irrigation and dry farming,
SHORT LEAD HELD BY ALEX150
S610.
of sion a general buying movement lift- demand. A better feeling was arous- Union Pacific
they had little to boost for but the presented asking for the pardon
ANDER GADEN IS OVERCOME
ed the .level well above the preceding ed
Market
16,000.
55
Mrs.
to
recent
United
Sheep, receipts
States
Steel
check
Kate
the
mur
the
liquithe
by
Edwards,
Heading
glorious climate which Is New MexiBY 25,000 VOTES
105
deress. Mrs. Edwards was convicted day.
steady to 10 cents lower. Lambs 6.25
dation, there being an entire absence United States Steel, pfd.
co's birthright.
'
Coppters were the strongest of the of pressure to sell, even on rallies.
1902 of the murder of her hus
yearlings $55.75; wethers $4.25
Thus, with the idea in mind of put- - j
The Sunday issue of the New York
active' group, deriving their stimulus
ewes $3.504.25; stockers and
AnothKANSAS
closed
LIVE
CITY
band.
STOCK
12
The
market
For
the
has
she
resort
summer
past
heavy.
years
on
the
Las Vegas
from
Telegraph shows Romaine Fielding In ting
London,
where
an
readvance
in
Kansas
15.
er
the
feeders
movement
Oct.
was inaugurated
$56.25.
City,
the Com- been confined in the Berks county jail
Hogs,
selling
second place In the popular player map the citizens, through
turned at Reading, during which time three
subscription
mercial
by
club,
contest, Alexander Gaden being at over to the Y. M. C. A. some $S00 to governors have declined to sign the
the head. The standing, however, is establish a
camp in Gallinas canyon. warrant for her execution.
different now, as the local Fielding
The reasons advanced for a pardon
The only strings attached to the subboosters this weeit have sent In
was that the Y. M. C. A. are that Mrs. Edwards, who is now
scriptions
votes to hold up Mr. Fielding's was to
48 years old and the mother of five
supervise the camp.
position.
It was not to be run for financial living children, would probably have
u.
muu.B vi
un.y uu
been convicted of second degree murIt was to pay returns In
mean popularity for Romaine! ,.profiton . frnm fli.tnncA to realize der or
acquitted had she told the
Fielding, but in the estimation of a the delightful health-givinclimate truth, that she was debased by years
number of business men, it means ad- which the city and state boast. It was of brutal treatment and
ignorant;
vertising for Las Vegas. The spirit not meant to compete with the
that she has served 12 years, has rethat has already been displayed by
the beautiful Harvey house at formed and been sufficiently punishthe local citizens has been commented Las Vegas. It was the Intention tnat
ed; that sentiment is in her favor;
upon by the Telegraph and it means visitors could come and stay a3 long that if
pardoned she will lead a useNOT HOW
the placing of Las Vegas before the as they liked', amid the most pleasant ful life, and that she is in bad
HOW GOOD
is
eyes of thousands of readers of that surroundings Imaginable, and do so health.
paper. The real spirit is to have Mr. at a very reasonable expense.
The venture was a much greater
Fielding win, but the advertising part
of the proposition should not be ov- sucess than was expected of it the DID CHILD WAKE UP
erlooked, according to a Las Vegas first year. On account of the late
booster.
ness of the season in getting started
CHOSS AND FEVERISH
It was not expected many
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
but
this
show
year,
up
guests would
Cal., will answer any inquir quite a number from Topeka, SweetA
R TV
Tar
ies about Foley's Honey and
IF TONGUE IS
Los An- LOOK, MOTHER!
Cincinnati,
water,
Omaha,
He says further "Foley's
Compound.
. COATED
GIVE "CALIFORIA
took
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly geles, Kansas City and Roswell
SYRUP OF FIGS"
benefited me for bronchial trouble advantage of the privileges offered,
Mother! Your child isnt naturally
and cough, after I used other rem spent from one to six weeks enjoying
edies that failed. It is more like a life to the limit and went away boost- cross and peevish. See if tongue is
Do not acfood than a medicine."
ers for the camp, for the scenery, for coated; this is a sure sign its little
V
cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
the climate and for Phil I.cNolr and stomach, liver and bowels need a
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
cleansing at once.
Walter Burns of the Y. M. C. A.
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
F. W. Thomas, supervisor ot apprentices for the system, was one of cold, breath bad, throat sore, doesn't
Investithose who vacationed it the camp. eat, sleep or act naturally, has stomachdiarrhoea, remember, a genAnd now Frank is some booster for -ache,
tle liver and bowel cleansing should
BP
CAMP the sunshine project.
always be the first treatment given,
Nothing equals "California Syrup of
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
local applications, as they cannot Figs" for children's ills; give a tea- by
EXCELLENT DESCRIPTION OF LAS reach the diseased
portions of the spoonful, and in a few hours all the
VEGAS' OUTDOOR HOTEL
ear. There is only one way to cure foul waste, sour bile and
fermenting
IS PUBLISHED
deafness, and that Is by constitutional food which is clogged in the bowels
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
condition of the mucous lin- passes out of the system, and you
1
In this month's Issue of the Santa inflamed
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When have a well and playful child again.
Fe Employes' Magazine there appears this tube Is inflamed you have a rum All children love this
harmless, deBLANKETS
$1.25, $1.50 and $1.75
an article on the V. M, C. A- - camp, bling sound or imperfect hearing, and licious
APRONS AND DUST CAPS
$1.25 KIH GLOVES
and it never
laxative,"
"fruit,
illustrated by four scenes taken at when it is entirely closed, deafness fai's to effect a
WOMEN'S
WAISTS
good "Inside" cleansis the result, and unless the Inflam75c Checked Gingham Aprons for
the outdoor hotel. The article is as mation
can be taken out and this tube ing. Directions for babies, children
Women's
fine
Kid
Dress.
follows:
Gloves; women, full length; each
48c
A beautiful assortment of fine Two pairs limited to each custorestored to its normal condition. of all ages and grown-up- s
are plainly
An unique enterprise in more ways hearing will be destroyed forever; on the bottle.
in
come
all
colors
and
sizes; a 25c Children's Colored Aprons,
Waists just received by express. mer. All Wool; $7.50 values; best
than one Is the Y. M. C. A. camp near nine cases out of ten are caused by
Keep it handy in your home. A
The styles are very new some weight, full size, guaranteed stock. splendid value at their regular sleeveless; each
catarrh, which Is nothing but an in- little
Las Vegas.
19C
given today saves a sick child
surflamed
the
condition
muco!
of
price; an unusual one at the sale
have high neck and long sleeves,
It Is unique injisat, to the best of faces.
25c
White
tomorrow, but get the genuine. Ask
Serving Aprons, good
price of
our knowledge, it is the only camp
others liave low neck and short
We will give One Hundred Dollars your druggist for a
bottle of
India Llnon
19c
quality
"California Syrup of Figs," then look
sleeves, as you desire.
...Hill
Hs
20c
Colored
see
Dust Caps for house
and
that it Is made by the "California Fig Syrup- Company."
Coun12c
uses; each
terfeits are being sold here. Don't
be fooled. Adv.
ft
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The BACHARACH
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santa fe

Attractive values in Blankets, Women's Waists, Kid Gloves, Aprons,
Suits, Coats, Shoes and Hats. Every article quoted is guaranteed to come up to
the full Bacharach standard of Quality and to be just as advertised.
gate these articles and you will be highly repaid. Reduced prices are good
only on these four days
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Special per pair

Each 98c

51

NEB PICKARD

SEE THE

BISQUE FINISH
AN EFFECT THAT IS DIFFERENT
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0U1CI in OPERA

THURSDAY, 'OCTOBER 16
THE
.

,,

NEW YORKiPPODUCTIOR
ORIGINAL
.
.,
7
f
WILLIAM A. BRADY LTD.
..

T

" JE

j

Presents

THE NEW YORK AND LONDON COMEDY

i

i

BY

JAMtS

"

TRIUMPH

MONTGOMERY

A CCLUDY UF LO r
FULL OF LAUGHS

AiW ROMANCE
AND THRILLS

The NOTABLE COMPANY includes

ROBERT OBER
ADELAIDE HASTINGS
MARY CARLISLE
MAURICE BARRET
CLARKE SILVERN AIL

DOUGLAS WOOD
NENA BLAKE
T. E. B. HENRY
JOHN C. BROWNELL
ESTELLE WYNNE
WALTER FREDERICKS
CLYDE NORTH
JOHN C. FENTON
GRAYDON FOX
CLARENCE ROCKFELLER
ALBERT MATTISON and others

n Pfay Fstr Ml IVonssn

Wiia Arc
cr Expsot to Do

7ar-rt- sd

r

Thp KtiiMT iind Queen of England saw It twice during its eight months' run at the'
New Theatre, and pronounced it the finest love story they have yet seen on the
stutte

PZl&ES.

..............

-

75c, $1.00 and

Seats on Sale at Murpliey's Oct.

12

$5.49

98c per pair

CHINA

-

I

$1.JSO

RAILWAY SURGEONS IN SESSION
Chicago, Oct. 15. Means to lessen
the number of accidents, both to employes and passengers, is scheduled
as the chief subject for discussion at

the tenth annual convention of the
American Association of Railway Surgeons, which began its sessions at the
Hotel Sherman in this city today.
Other topics to be discussed during
thee three days' session will be the
cause and cure of car sickness, the
relation of the attendant surgeon to
the evidence in personal injury claims,
and the role of the railway surgeon
in preventing damage claims. ,
Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
;
Because they are an honestly made
medicine that relieves promptly the
Buffering due to weak, inactive kidneys and painful bladder action. They
offer a powerful help to nature in
building up the true excreting kidney
tissue in restoring normal action and
relieving bladder' discomforts. TRY
THEM. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 15. Havy surplus
stocks with no foreign demand to give
relief pulled all wheat options today
undef 90 cents. One ot the leading
houses took a conspicuous part in
selling,! and attracted many tra'lcrs.
The opening here varied from
cent

decline to
advance, but graducent under last
ally prices sagged
'
night. The close was weak 54 to 6
net lower.
Kansas reports that feeders were
arranging to buy Argentina corn in
competition with shipments from Iowa
had a bearish effect on Chicago dealers in corn. Prices, which started un
changed to Vt cent off, suffered a
much further decline. The close was
to
cent under last night
weak
Oats were weaker than any other
grain.
In provisions there was general sel
ling, 'with poor support. Losses ran
from 5 to 17. The last quotations
were as follows:
Wheat, Dec. 84; May 89.
'
Corn, Bee. 67; May 69..
Oats, Dec. 38; May 414.
Pork, Jan. $19.45; May $19.55..
Lard, Jan. $10.23; May $10.42.

Women's New Stylish .Suits at

W omen's Autumn

Dresses

- $10 to $27.50

$15 to $25

Made of two materials in greatest favor soft
e
and Crepe de Chine. The models are as varied
Char-meus-

as the trimmings, and nearly every one has the softly
draped blouse, with a chic vest of net, lace or Bilk.
Frill ruchlngs or soft laces are other becoming touches.
The Skirts are fascinatingly draped, and caught here
and there with buttons.

"Every day" because they are very simple and very
practical and the materials are the sturdier sorts. But
as far as cut and styles are concerned they are fine
enough for women of taste and fashion. Also they
are Suits that will be wearable all winter. Heavy
Cheviots in all new and staple shades, made with
three button cutaway coats and slightly draped skirts.

Lace and Net Waists
Now that the Autumn Suit is
dalny,
dressy Cream Lace and Net Waists have come into
their own, and these exclusive models chief among
them. AJ1 with the new drop shoulder or kimono
t,

mw

bo

sleeves.

Prices range from

Women's Serviceable Coats at

$3.50 to $8.50

Sio to $40

tVomen's Fall and Winter Suits
'.We have at least three dozen different models in the
popular Cutaway style, each with a distinction all Its
own. The trimmings, too, are new a touch of satin
as a piping, or a velvet inlay on the collar; others are
strictly tailored, with buttons smartly arranged. The
materials are rough, and smodtH weaves Serges., Chev-- ,
lots,. Diagonals' land othefs, in navy, brown, gray and
ther colors! also black. Prices on these lots

mi" m -

As a rule the first step a woman makes toward her
Autumn wardrobe is the buying of her long coat. It
Is the great indlspensible; with it she can wear her
e
dresses if It turns suddenly cold, and taki
her time about choosing a suit W7e are showing a
wonderful line, better in many ways than ever before.
one-piec-

WOMEN'S WINTER SHOES
Winter Shoes will be a3
nearly Invisible as possible. Every
line has been designed to make the
foot look small. Vamps are as long
as one pleases. In the Shoes at $3.50
and $4.00 we are showing practically
all the conservative models.
Women's.

Price 5 lis
and

Quality Tells

Range
from

Hat Styles
Stunning
GAGE BROTHERS
A big assortment of Women's Hats are now
being shown in all
the new shades decreed good in the biggest fashion centei.

Our prices are less than others

and1

styles superb.

S5.50 to S12.50
THE

ft

STORE
If

.Las Vegas

.

t.

H

i.

$27.50 to $45
Stoiii Blocl

Suits ami Overcoats for Men

Distinctive Suits in a class all by
themselves
Style with propriety,
style which gives individuality with-ou- t
encroaching upon good taste. Tailored in all the .Tew and Exclusive
Fabrics and Colorings.

$20.00 to $35.00

OF QUALITY"
:

,

v

i J

''The Recollection
of Quality

R.em?iins Long
After the Price is
Forgotten."

SI

I
h
ta

LA!

PERSONALS

'

1

BUY

IT AT THE

1

if,
A. L. Clauson of El Paso was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
W. F. Farley of Albuquerque was a
business visitor in the city today from
the Duke City.
F. W. Doolin, a well known resident
of Watrous, came in last night for a

short business visit.
in last
M. Rudulph of Mora
night and will be a business visitor
here for the next fetf oayo.
off on
Special sale on millinery.
all fancy feathers, trimmed hats, and
street hats, at Mrs. Standish. Adv.
Attorney W. G. Haydon returned
this afternoon from Watrous, where
he has been on a short business visit.
Charles Kohn, a well known business man of Montoya, came in last
night for a short business and' social
visit.
Mr.' and Mrs. R. O. Barne3 of Montreal, Can., are visitors in Las Vegas
for a few days cn their way to California.
Dr. W- .'10, Kaser returned firom
Santa Fe last night after having been
a business visitor there for the past
few days.
B. W. Richardson and Leigh Bran-crof- t
of Trajisco, Cal., arrivci in the
s
last
night for a several davs'
city
visit.
S. W. Hawkins, a resident of. Clovis,
arrived in Las Vegas fast night and
will he a business visitor here for the
next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. McGlveu ar
rived in Las Vegas last night from
their home in Chicago for a few days'
visit with friends.
Manuel Collado of Havana, Cuba,
left foday for his home. Mr. Collado
has been a resident of Las Vegas for
the past several months.
Louis Rosenthal, son ot Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Rosenthal, left this week
for Guadalupe, N. M., wher? he wtU
visit friends for a few days.
A. N. Watson arrived in Las Vegas
this afternoon from Denver and will
remain here. He will enter the employ of the Palace Clothing company
'
as a clerk.
' Joe Kohn returned last night from
Albuquerque, where he has been for
the past few days attending the state
fair and visiting his sister, Mrs.
Charles Kohn.
Just received two new shipments
of millinery from New York which
will be placed on sale at ridiculously
low prices for the ensuing week Mrs.
Standish. Adv.
Waiter Wrightman and Marquard
Peterson, both of Ellsworth, Neb.,
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
and will remain here for several
weeks as visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Mitchell and
son of Shattuck, Okla., drove Into Las
Vegas yesterday evening from Raton
on their way to California. They left
this morning for ATDuquorque.
N. Wiel of Ocate arrived In Las
Vegas last night for a short business
visit. He will leave tomorrow for the
; southern
part of the state where he
will be on. a buying trip for several
3

-

bus-nes-

days.
Mrs. D. T. HoskinsV accompanied by
her mother, Mrs.' G. K. Dunlop, returned to Las Vegas this afternoon
from Los Angeles where she has been
visiting for the past month. Mrs. Dunlop win make her residence herewith

her daughter.
R. W. Smith, the contractor, came
in this afternoon from Los Alamos,
where he has been employed for the
past four weeks building the club
house for the Ten Lakes Hunting and
Fishing club. Mr. Smith expects to
complete the work within the next
few days.
;
Simon Bacharach of the Bacharach

brothers firm, returned last night from
Twos Alamos, Sapello and other places
where he has been on a cattle buying
trip for the past few days. He reports the country in excellent condition, and says threshing has begun on
all, the farms.
Misses Sylvia and Helma Vollmer
arived in Las Vegas this afternoon
from Baltimore, Md., and again will
reside here. They have been visiting
in Germany and Spain for the past
two years. Mrs. Johanna Vollmer Is
expected to arrive in Las Vegas within the next few weeks.
PRINCIPAL WITNESS GONE
Portland, Ore., Oct. 15. An order

directing the trial judge in the case
of E. E. C. Von Klein, alias Jack
Lewis, held as a "marrying swindler,"
to show cause October 21 why the
indictments against Von Klein should
i)0$ be dismissed, was Issued today by
the state Bupreme court. The writ
was sought on the ground that the
case had been continued repeatedly
without any showing having been
made by' the prosecution.
Von Klein's trial has been delayed
by the disappearance of Ethel
the principal witness, who caused his arrest in Chicago some months
ago. A detective has' been searching
for her in Davenport, la., the home of
her parents, and in Chicago.
New-com-
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Pyramids of Progress
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THEN CDHE TO US
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were so badly burned that he could
not read and I read the wireless mes11.00
Waffle 'irons'
sages to him. I had to force him to
Sett Potts Irons with stand and '( eat. All he wanted was to save the
handle
passengers, lie had lost hope of sav$1.00 ;
Savory Oval Roasters
ing, the ship.
?1.Z5 f;
Handled Axes, 75c $1.the fire broke in N'o. 2
"When
50c f
Coffee Mills
tlio smoke rolled in black' clouds into
$3.95 for ?5.50 California Plaid
the bunkers. The, engineers shut the
f, water
Wool Blankets.
tight doors. The stokers could
, r not work in the smoke and the coal
70c doz. for Mason's Pint Jars. fr supply was cut off by flames. So the
i engine fires died down. We used the
S5c doz. for Mason's Quart Jar3
f:
Mason's
doz."
last ounce of steam to keep the wire$1.05
for
l' loss going. When the steam was an
jars.
fr gone we kept the wireless going by
35c doz. Jelly Glasses.
25c for 3 doz. Red Jar Rubbers.
a hand generator. The engine room
Percolator
4c each for Glass
was left in darkness shortly after 2:30
o'clock.
Tops.
15c pound Parafine Wax.
"There was no steam to keep the
rose
$1.03 doz. .Economy Pint Jars.
pumps going, and the flames
hotter.
and
darker
$1.25 doz. Evonomy Quart Jars.
It
grew
hkher.
Jars- $1.50 doz. Economy
A 9 o'clock that night flames were
shooting from the saloon and lighting
the dark waters. The passengers
PREMIUM COUPONS WITH
were crowding the rails aft. It lookH ed as' if the
end had come. The
i cn c a i ire
'
ALL; uaaii l4LO r
Grosser Kurfurst lowered a boat,
then the Kronland lowered one. They
came as near as they dared, but not
a line.
ONAVA
enough for us to throw them
Onava claims no puling pulchritude, Had they come nearer they would
but rather professes to be known have been shattered against the ship.
as the home of the honest farmer, Captain Inch tried to shoot a line to
who. after all is a dynamo in the ev one of the boats with a rocket. The
olution of progress and from whose rocket shot up, lugging the line be
labors the people of this mundane hind.. A spark set off all our rock
sphere are fed1.
ets Almost the same minute there
Most of the wheat is threshed now was a terrific explosion on the bridge.
and being hauled to town and loaded All our ammunition had gone up.
in cars in readiness for shipping and
"Half a dozen passengers jumped
we have some flattering reports as to to swim for the boats. Captain Inch
a most excellent yield per acre.
turned to me. 'If you see a chance for
Dr. M. F. DesMarais, wife and little
life,' he said, 'take it and jump.'
your
o
son, Michel, visited the Onava School The
captain ordered all the passen-tthis week and spoke very highly of its
did
fasten on the lifebelts. They
modern equipment and practical, thor- so and became quieter.
ough course of study. Dr. DesMarais
"Of the half dozen who jumped, all
is giving his best efforts to the counlines about them and we pulled
had
try schools.
them back to the ship when we saw
Benjamin Schutt of Los Alamos, N.
they could' not make the boats.
M., was in town this week and placed
"When the rockets all went up at
school.
his son Edward in the Onava
once and the last explosion shook us,
Ralph Rohrer is delivering wheat
the captain of the Kronland, thinking
now in Onava.
busithat if meant the end, lowered all the
were
&
Watrous
Son of
Robb
boats. The fire spread amidships.
ness callers in our city Friday.
women threw their arms
"Two
visitors
were
Rev. and Mrs. Konkle
me
of our school last week and compl- around my neck, weeping, begging
ex- to save them. I promised to do what
Onava
imented it very highly.
to watch the
tends a welcome to all and especially I could. I told them
and when
other
ships
and
the
from
boats
requests frequent visits from Rev.
to
us
to
jump for
came
close
internot
are
who
only
they
Mrs. Konkle,
rail lookover
the
leaned
of
them. They
ested In education but the welfare
were
and
water
dark
the
at
down
as
ed
.well.
the entire community
them,
Miss Lucy Floyd was a very pleas afraid. When I tried to, help
would
ant visitor this week. Miss Floyd Is they hugged a stanchion and
then.
out
were
All
of
term
lights
successful
not
a
jump.
very
teaching
"The searchlights of the 11 ships
school and her untiring efforts seem
fire on
to be very much appreciated by all around us and the glare of the
to
had
we
guide us
the water were all
of the patrons.
make
to
all
for
order
the
I
gave
The people of Onava and vicinity as
are taking quite an interest in the ready to Jump for the boats. Captain
The
"hard time" parties of other smaller Inch was still on tne bridge.
made
ready.
into
blend
and
passengers
cities
perfect sympathy
jumped
"Some of the passengers
with all the distressed.
came
boats
the
when
water
the
Into
of
the
H.
William
Taft,
were
Some
United States, has 'ost 80 pounds close and were picked up.
lifeboats
the
One
of
not
since leaving the White House, yet
picked up.
seems to be perfectly at home dis- was piled full and put away. It was
little
closing his knowledge to those who the first boat that came to us, a
The second
chance to come under, his tutelage. boat marked 'New York
Mr. Taft is a great lawyer and a close was from the Grosser Kurfurst I told
the passengers not to jump unless the
student,
The good roads fever has met with boat was very near and they heeded
great approval in this section of the my commands.,; But most of them
country and we verily believe that were scared1 and refused to jump.
each and all s,hould lena our efforts
"Finally the women who begged1 me
ensemble to aid and extend the to save them slid down a rope and
were taken in a boat. More passen"fever" throughout the state.
new
the
farmers
north
from
gers slid down the ropes. One of
Many
and east are coming, but we have the boats from the Grosser Kurfurst
room for many more. Pay us a visit almost touched the side of the
It was soon filled with pasand we will do the rest.
BILL SPIEL.
sengers who slid down the ropes.
When I saw that no more would go
and that all; the women were off, I
slid down a rope, and without touching water stepped into the boat.
' "That lifeboat crew had a terrific
struggle to pull away without going
foul of our screws. The second and
third boats of the Grosser Kurfurst
TWO ARE TOO AGED TO CON- thought that the last boat was lost,
TINUEANOTHER
WORK;
as it was nearly six hours before it
WILL HEAD A COLLEGE
came back to the ship.
"Next morning the captain of the
New York, Oct Oct. 15. The house Grosser Kurfurst put two boats out
of bishops of the Protestant Episco- again. The sea was quieter and they
pal convention today accepted the res- took off the remaining passengers
ignation of three of its members. The without much trouble."
Right Rev. Lemuel Wells, missionary
Survivors of the Volturno aboard
bishop of Spokane, and the Right the Grosser Kurfurst were all men,
Rev. William Crane" Gray, missionary steerage passengers, crew and a lone
bishop of Southern Florida, retired on first-cabipassenger. The Kurfurst's
account of age. The Right Rev. Al- doctor said that none, of the rescued
bion. Williamson Knight, missionary had been ill and that all seemed to
bishop of Cuba, gave up active service have recovered from their experience.
to become vice chancellor of tne They are all, with one exception,
University of the South at Sewanee, paupers and without baggage, but
Tenn. , The house deputies devoted they were allowed to land by order
the morning to further discussion of of the Immigration officers at Washthe remaining sections of the report ington and were taken care of by
of the committee on provinces.
various Institutions here.
$1-0-
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the Leaders In

EMBROIDERY STYLES AND
NEEDLE ART GOODS.
PILLOW TOPS
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Vol-turn-

thrfe

bishops retire

from Active service

Fleishets Germantowns per
skein
IBo
Centerpieces $1.50 down to... . 15o
Corset Covers
2SG
Wo
Tatting Shuttles
Carriage Covers
Bootees
3So
Middy Blouses, Sizes 6 to 8
years
6Uo
SOo
Baby and Girls Dresses
Baby Pillows, 50c and
25o
Baby Eating Bibs
2 So
Baby Caps
25o
Child's Gowns, 8 to 12 years.. .OSo
Ladies' Gowns
7So

$100

Covers, Collar Bags,
.Holders, Towels, Tin Racks,
Scarfs, I'iii Cushions ami Aprons
Card Table

Shirt

FOR tO CENTS

N

Beautiful 41 Piece Dinner Sets Sold
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
FOR INFIIllMATION AND BAUHAINS

"She
5-1-

&

0

Y.

25 Cent STORE

M.

C. A4 NOTES

Thursday
Senior class

8 o'clock.

Do You Dread Your Meals?
Your food does you little good when
you have no desire tor it, when you
dread meal time. What you need is
Chamberlain's Tablets.
They will

strengthen
sharpen your appetite,
your .digestion and give you a relish
for your meals. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
INTIMIDATION

S USED

Trinidad, Col., Oct. 15. Twenty
miners, the working force of the Mo
Loughlin mine of the Santa Fe Coal
company, three miles south, of here,
were prevented from going to work
thla morning by a crowd of 35 strikers, partly armed, who met them at
the entrance of the property and succeeded In getting them, by Jeers and
threats, to. turn back. They have not
yet returned to work.
A party of deputy sheriffs reached
the scene before the strikers had dispersed and arrested two; who are now
held In the county jail, charged with
picketing and carrying concealed
arms.
Chronic Dyspepsia

Trust Co,

BEGINS SYSTEMATIC EFFORT TO
BRING FORTH WORLD'S
CHAMPIONS
New York, Oct. 15.. A new plan
prepared by the English Amateur
Athletic association for
of English athletes
for the
Olympic games at Berlin in 1916 has
attracted favorable comment both at
home and abroad. It is proposed to
create Interest and enthusiasm in
track and field sorts in all grades of
corneptitora from the school boy to
the club athlete. A systematic series
'of championship, games at standard
metric distance is planned, beginning
with public school championships and
continuing through every classification of English athletics up to the national championships.
The program includes:
Fublio
school championships under the apof the head
proval and
masters, and a committee from the
"
schools to accept entries and to
manage the meeting. County championships To take place in counties
where they do not at present exist
at metric distances. Triangular Olym
pic contests Triangular contests between England, Scotland arid Ireland
at metric distances. Olympic field
events To include these in the Amateur Athletic association champion
ships, and introduce such field events
which are not at present
included,
and, if possible, to arrange for a two
days' meeting. Scratch races To assist affiliated clubs with prizes, provided they include approved scratch
races at metric distances In their
program. Such races to include
scratch races during 1913 and 1914
fo rnovise, open only to competitors
who have never won a prize in athle
tics, ordinary school competitions not
to count. A series of competitions at
Olympic distances and events to be
called Olympic novice trials. The ev
ents to be level, and open only to
competitors over 17 years of age who
have never won a prize at athletics
ordinary school competitions and
junior sections of athletic clubs not
to count as wins.
On the Question of training and
trainers, the A. A. A. officials have
announced that the question of train
ing has been considered at length,
and it was agreed that necessary ar
rangements should be made for cen
tral quarters In London and other
centers, sluch as Manchester, Bir
mingham, Cardiff and Newcastle,
where an official trainer and adviser
would be on the track at a set hour
to advise and help approved athletes.
It was decided also to provide proper
sets of apparatus for field events at
various centers; to hold Olympic
trials in 1915 and to urge every affiliated club or permitted body to include a field event in their program.
to encourage a general effort cn the part of athletes to better
their times and distances, the A. A.
A. proposes to award standard medals, gold, silver and bronze, to athletes beating standards at Olympic
distances, these standards to be fixed,
for all metric scratch and field events,' no athletes to hold more than
one medal for each class at any one
distance.

The following unsolicited testimonial should certainly be sufficient to
give hope and courage to persons afflicted with chronic dyspepsia. "1
have been a chronic dyspeptic for
years, and of all the medicine I have
taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have
done me more good than anything
An air of earnestness pervades the
else," says W. G. Mattison, No. 7
Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For athletics at Yale University this fall
sale by all dealers. Adv.
which is In marked contrast to the
rather Indifferent attitude which has
shocked veteran alumni during the
STORM DOES DAMAGE past few years. On all sides there is
an apparent awakening to the need
0N1CAPE COD COAST of pulling out of the rut if the Bluea
is to resume its record of winning
fair share of the contests in which its
'
LIVES ARE LOST AND SHIPPING teams are entered. It" 19 not alone in
this new spirit
that'
the major sports
IS ENDANGERED BY A HARD
is evidenced, but in the minor comGALE
petitions as well. Although football
and fall rowing now hold the attention
Highland, Light, Miss., Oct. 15.
The storm that has lashed the Cape of the majority of the students, the
Cod coast since Monday night Increas- coaches and managers of the winter
ed in fury today. The wind held sport teams are actively engaged in
northeast and blew 50 miles an hour. preparing for strong squads and schedFurther damage to shipping was .re- ules.
As an example of the new spirit at
ported, and two lives were lost here
this morning when a barge - broke New Haven, the Yale Basketball association has decided to enter a 'varaway from her tug.
Nine tugs which left here with 27 sity five in the Intercollegiate BasBlue
Monday came back ketball league this winter.' The
barges,
winter
last
the
from
withdrew
league
masted
schooner
into the bay. A four
was reported in distress near Pollock owing to lack of Interest and' financial support on the part of the student
Rip.
body. It has been decided, however,
The changeable weather of early, that in order to stimulate interest in
fall brings on coughs and colds that basketball at Yale, it will be neceshave a weakening effect on the sys- sary to have the university repretem, and may become chronic. Use sented in the league again. As a. reFoley's Honey and Tar Compound.
It has a very soothing and healing ef- sult of this decision Captain II. D.
fect on the irritated and inflamed air Swihart will call the candidates topassages, and will help very quickly. gether at the end of November and
It Is a well known family medicine
place them in charge of Coach Hasthat gives results. O. G. Schaefer and kell
Noyes, catpain the Yale ehan
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

October 14. 1912. $104,333.18

January 2.

June 14,

1913.

199.390,76

1913, 264,270.08

Sept 13; 15, 288,418.90
pionship teams of 1907 and 1908.
Since his graduation Noyes has coached the University of Wisconsin fives
with remarkable success.
The hockey squads will also start
earlier than usual this season in or- der that the 'varsity team may have
the benefit of a number of practice
games prior to the opening of the Intercollegiate series. Conditions for
practice and play will be far superior
to those existing during previous
years. A new artificial ice rink will
be available at New Haven this winter, and the Yale seven will have the
same opportunity for training as Harvard has in the Boston rink and Columbia In the New York rink. The
new rink will have a playing surface
of close to 40,000 square feet and will
be equipped with locker roms, shower baths and lounging rooms.
The
rink which is a business enterprise
and not connected witn university
athletics, will be placed within a few
blocks of the campus. Heretofore
the Yale hockey players have been
obliged to ride to the edge of Yale
field In order to use the open-ai- r
rink,
which proved unsatisfactory except in
the coldest weather.

ord of sustained speed over a course
o similar length that can compare
with Prevost's time of 59 minute3
45
seconds for the 124.28 miles
covered. The one hundred mile auto
mobile record is 72 minutes 45 1- -5
seconds; motorcycle 72 minutes 24
seconds. In the realms of the motor-boa- t
there Is nothing that affords even a basis of comparison.
Even In recorda of short dashes by
motordrlven wheeled racers there are
few that show a speed per hour greater than Prevost's. Glenn Curtiss, who
won the first international
aviation
cup race, is credited with a flash of
better than two miles per minute
made over Florida beach sands with
a home-mad- e
motorcycle some years
automobile straightago. The
away record made at Daytona, Fla.,
two years ago is 25.40 seconds. Both
these dashes were over a measured
mile with long flying starts. The
motorboat is just arrivwater
ing, but the
racer, either motorboat or
Is still below the horizon.
5

2-- 5

one-mil-

e

hydro-aeroplan-

WEST IS ELIMINATED
Wilmington, Del., Oct. 15. The
west was eliminated today In The
second round of play for the women's national golf ohnmiUbnsnip uu
the course of the Wilmington Country club. The day's round leaves two
English, one Irish and five eastern
players still In the competition. Miss '
Muriel Dodd, the present English
champion, defeated Miss Violet Pooley
of British Columbia five up and three
to play. Miss Pooley, considered one
of the best players In Canada, was
counted on to make Miss Dodd work
for a victory, but she succumbed to
the wonderfully consistent play of the
British champion.

Regardless of the divergence of
relative to the practicability of
tho ooroplana for pleasure nr- - com
nierclai purposes or for warfare, there
can be no question as to Its speed
possibilities. The wonderful record of
Maurice Prevost, who averaged 124.80
miles per hour in the recent 124.28
race at
International
mile
cup
Rhelms, France, brings speed to a
point that baffles the Imagination. To
travel at the rate of better than two
miles per minute is an experience
that is accorded to few and desired
by even fewer.vWhen Wilbur Wright
made the first flight In a motor-driveaeroplane at Kitty Hawk, Del., on December 17, 1903, it was doubtful If he
ever conceived of such a future for
Trade in Foreign Countries
In foreign countries you come into
the aeroplane. In his initial journey
through the atmosphere Wright trav competition with the best goods from
eled 852 feet in a trifle less than one every land. An article must have me
minute, giving his machine a speed rit of the highest order to win esteem.
of approximately a mile in six mln-te- In many of these countries Chamber-- .
Yet within ten years the speed Iain's Cough Remedy is the most popof the aeroplane has been Increased ular medicine In use for coughs and
colds because it is the best. For sale
more than one thousand per cent.
On land or water, there is no rec- - by all dealers. Adv.
n
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Women Need Health
It Is quite Inexand Strength
pensive to have the design printed
womThe work of a
g
on letterheads and envelopes and will an
makes a constant call In her
well repay o.ur boosters to make use strength and
vitality, and sickness
comes through her kidneys and bladof it."
der oftener than she knows. Foley
Pills will invigorate and reNeuralgia of the face, shoulder, Kidney
hands or feet requires a powerful store her, and weak back, nervousbladremedy that will penertate the flesh. ness, aching Joints and irregular
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT pos- der action will all disappear when
sesses that power. Rubbed In where Foley Kidney Pills are used. O. G.
the pain is felt is all that is necessary Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
to relieve suffering and restore nor
mal conditions.
Price 25c, 50c and
Sold by Central DEDICATE BRADDOCK MEMORIAL
$1.00 per bottle.
Drug Co. Adv.
Uniontown, Pa., Oct 15 Interesting
exercises today attended the unveiling, in Braddock Memorial park near
CONGRESS AT MADRID
Madrid, Oct. 15. The ninth Inter- this city, of the monument erected
national Congress and Exhibition of in honor of the memory of General EdHydrology, Climatology and1 Geology, ward Braddock, who was killed while
which was formally opened here to- leading the British regulars and the
day, has attracted to Msdrid a notable Virginia militia against the French
gathering of scientists and engineers and Indians at Fort Duquesne. Promfrom many countries. The United inent among those who took part In
States is officially represented at the the unveiling exercises were Sir Cecil
,
the British ambassacongress by Marshall O. Leighton and A. Spring-Rice.lohn C. Stevens of the United States dor at Washington, and Philander C.
Knox, the former secretary of state.
geological survey.
on its stationery.

company, to have a proper design
worked out that would prove effective
for promotion purposes. The Federal
officials, who always keep a weather
eye out for boosting this city, workwith Mr. Southing In
ard, prepared the design.
Hereafter all of the stationery to
be used by the Las Vegas Light and
Power company will have the attractive "booster" design in the corner.
"When it comes to boosting Las
ATTRACTIVE STATIONERY WILL
Vegas we're always on the Job," said
BE USED FOR
"We
General
Manager Southard.
CORRESPONDENCE
have considerable
correspondence
business concerns
- with
Recognizing the value of an attrac- j
It came to us
and
individuals
tire letterhead as a means ot adver and we were
a good opoverlooking
that
tising Las. Vegas, the Las Vegas Light
Las Vegas by
of
new
advertising
a,
portunity
had
has
printed
and Power Co.,
not taking advantage of our stationEtock ot stationery with a neat deery as a means of advertising. We
corner
presenthand
left
sign, in the
did not want a fancy design, Just
to
Las
ing a few potent facts relative
that would attract attensomething
Mexico.
New
Vegas and
be thought about. M'e
would
and
tion
Las
Always on the alert to boost
we got it
think
opportunity,
yegaa at every possible
"The light company will be only
General Manager W. P. Southard rer
too
pleasod to loan the cut to any
Federal
Light
of
the
quested officials
concern that will utilize it
business
and Traction company, the controlling
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HORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS

W. M.,

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
N6 ad to occupy less space than two
lines
All
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

FRATERNAL

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
r
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
conclave sec. d Tues-'y- f

jr
I

n

ech month at
day
Temple at 7:8 p. m. G. H.
KlBkeL B. C; Chas. Tamme, Re. No.
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PEDRO

TWO-REE-

FEATURE

L

Mexican farmer, strong, but so dull mentally as to be a mere clod"
MENDEZ is a simple-minde- d
and is asked to join the
goes to town to get supplies and learns of the intended revolution

he fight.
He can't understand what it is all about he has all he wants and why shouldrevoltion-ists
mother. Later a troop of
goes back home and says nothing to his wife and crippled
lace
commanding tone of
passing by confiscate his horses. He would protest but the gold off hisand
chickens and cattle. A
and carry
the officer cow him Next day a band of guerillas raid his farm
house and make a barricade of
battle takes place near the farm and a band of rebels take possession of the one
of the bullets. He picks up
killed by
it The house is shot to pieces and takes fire, and Mendez's wife is
his
he finds
his criDDled mother and carries her out, then returns for his dead wife. Again reaching his mother,
house m ashes:
wife and mother dead,
his
is
aroused;
and
dormant
strength
His
dead
passion
also
hpr
he attacks anybody, not
he wrenches a gun from a dead suldier and plunges into the fight, clubbing the gun
he is shot, and staggering to the place where his mother lies
At
last
is
he
side
which
fighting.
knowing
rolls over on his face dead.

"The

ILttF

,ov

rat m
H

1:15

-

M

SIS

- 110 881

9:15

Arrive
Depart
9:10 p. m
9:15 p.; m
.11:05 p. m
11:05 p. m
. 2:05 a. m... .2:10 a. m
. 1:45 p. m.... 2:10 p. m
West Bound
.

No.
r
No
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- No. 10..
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
Arrive
each month' ' at Masonic No.
. 1:20 p. m
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. No.
. 6:10 a. m
B. Hubbard. H. p
v. o No.
.
4:20 p. m....
. 6:35 p. m.
Blood, Secretary.
No.

I..

-

- WI

Depart

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

ATTOKXEYx
Meeta every Monday evening a;
L
their hall on Sixth street. All viw'tinj
'
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially Invited to attend
P. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Lehman, V. G.; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
11'atatetJ
Attorneys-at-LaT. M. Elwood, Secretary. Karl Wertj
'
New Mexico
Las
Vegas.
V.
C.
Treasurer;
Hedgcock, Cemewrj
WANTED Saddle
Must
be Trustee.
pony.
gentle and well broke. Address J.
OPTIC'S NUMBER.

MAIN

F., Optic.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED First class cook;
refer- month Elks' home on
Ninth street and
ences required.
Apply 725 Sixth Douglas avenue.
brothers
Visiting
street.
are cordially Invited. Gov. Win. J.
ii
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
WANTED Reliable man to manage
Secretary.
small business; must be hustler. AdB.

For YOU!
Ti.
i

f

nis eie&ani Kcscrs
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR realb is.
Made ty GERMAN PROCESS

brothers cordially invited. Howard T
HONEY for sale at Phoenix Ranch, Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretarj
Watrous, N. M.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54'
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tub
FOR SALE Good work horse. Inday of the month In the vestry roonu
quire J. A. Cobb, Boulevard.
of Temple Monlefiore at 8 o'clock I
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Rsstst
Greenclay, Secretary.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

V

FOR RENT

Cheap, nicely furnished
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
house, close in; no health seekers.
Meet in the Forest of Brothers
Main
Phone
407.
Love at Woodmen of ths World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays o'
FOR RENT Cottage
in desirable
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
neighborhood, newly painted, paZ. W
G. Laemmle, Clerk;
pered, electric lights. Low rate. Sonsul;
Local
Visiting
Deputy.
Montague,
5301.
Phone Purple
members are especially welcooe anr
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house- cordially Invited.
keeping. 921 Lincoln.

SONS'OAA
STANDARD

FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
Purple 5301.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be pb- -

f.

Lost

--

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery

to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

50 lbs.,

Found
and eilver pin bear-iSg"everal letters. Guillenno Garcia, court house.

FOUND Gold

10:15

ILVER

S

OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
nrth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,

Pear
brooch carved with
lady's head, Wednesday evening.
Return to Optic.

SHOW

'

1:45 p. m
6:15 a. m.
4:30 p. ib
7:00 p. ra

1.

LOST

SD AT, OCTOBER 15, 1913
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THE CLOD"
A STRONG

Eas: Bcund

Ma-son-

Ftr Sszic

v'

fi

LOCAL TIME CARD

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
WANTED Experienced cook.
Good W. O.
W. hall, Sixth Btreet, on the
wages. 1053 Eighth street.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanFOR SALE Pure apple cider, good cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
cooking apples, $1.50 per 100 lbs. 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Phone Olive 5621.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR SALE Home maaw comforts at
$3.50. Orders, a'so solicited. Ladles' L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an.
Aid Christian Church, phone Purfourth
Thursday
evening eac)
ple 5432.
month at W. O. W. hall. VIsitln.

I

NO.

Reg-"Oila-

dress II., Optic.

it

BROTHERHOOD

102 Meets every Monday
A M. Regular comnight at
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are coraoh month. Ylsltinj-brother- s dially welcome.
J. C. Wertz, Presicordially
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O H.
Win. P. Mills. Baily, Treasurer.
H. 8 .Vsn Petten. Secretary.

Mi

i

'

i

CAN'

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ii

TOR CLASSIFIED

RESTAURANT

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

mm
RATES

LOBBY

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per 100 lbs
per .100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lb

AGUA PUBA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vesaa ramous.

M

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

DENTISTS
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

WMIl

Al7 0,

I

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vesas, New Mexico

!

THEATER S

r:::.::r

:n:

ANT Ads
Are Best

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.-Hote- l
-

Bistolfi's Orchestra at the Browne
Simison's Orchestra at the Photoplay

Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

m

"TEE RATTLESNAKE,"

MO

-

"EIAWANQA'S

ADVANCE

CE0SS"

AUTOMOBILE,

IN

CARRIAGE

"TRE HARMLESS ONE"

PRICES

N

O.

are anxious

HER. MAN

stnuoeats.

429 GRAND AVE.

WANTED
Clean cotton rags
office.

Optic

seai

Others- - who read and ana er ads. In this aewroaper ws.il
u pay easa for) books, automobiles, coed B&achlxry
and furniture, arttelsa ot vsetulnens ef aay sen, and masteal U

AMO

SIGN PAINTING
-

ru

want to sell ii WOJtTH' MOgT v
That property
the ads. in this avsp&per and woild merer
your property unless It were advertised here.
who reads

COMING
1

monc at'
Classing? d. search out the people to wttom
those who MIGHT BIT the particular thiag la worth moat

at

As the classified ads, are read bj aU soMiale bayeis, of au
slbls sorts of Jthl&gs, they have eons to be finders of the beet mj
kets.

LAS VEGAS DAILY

USIC A F

EATit

test but the gold lace and commanding tone of the officer cow him. Next

Mexico. "The Clod" is a two-ree- l
feature,
"The Fatal Scar," Lubin, will he
shown. One special part of tonight's
programs at the Photoplay and
Browne theaters will be the music.
At the Browne the Bistolfi orchestra
will play while the Simison orchestra
" iii play at the Photoplay.? Both
programs will be excellent. A
;.; ief synopsis of "The Clod" Is as follows:
Pedro Mendez is a simple-mindeMexican farmer, strong, but so dull
mentally as to be a mere clod. He goes
to town to get supplies and learns of
the intended revolution and Is asked
to join the recruits. He can't understand what it is all about he has all
h wants and why should he fight. He
goes back home and says nothing to
his wife and crippled mother. Later
a troop of revolutionists passing by
confiscate his horses. He would pro- -

day a band of guerillas raid his farm

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

QCTOBER

the County of San Miguel, State of
New Mexico and described as follows,
t:

Tract No. 1. Beginning at corner
No. 1, which is a stake in mound ot
stone and Identical with the southwest corner of the claim of Virginia
C. de Baca on north bank of the Rio
on
Gallinas, from whence a cross
chapel in Plaza los Torres bears
north 85 degrees 15 minutes west
.J3.00 chains distant.
The Northeast
"THE CLOD" WILL BE SHOWN AT
ORcorner of Gomesinda Lopez bears
BOTH THEATERS; TWO
CHESTRAS TO PLAY
outh 4 degrees 30 minutes east 4.42
chains distant. Thence north 7 de
For tonight's Fielding program "The
grees east 20.66 chains to corner No.'1
, which is a stake in mount of stone
Clod," one of the most popular of the
Lubin filfns written, produced and
and identical with the northwest coracted in by Romania Fielding, will
ner of Virginia C. de Baca. Thence
be shown at the Photoplay and
south 88 degrees 45 minutes east alon
Browne theaters. This picture was
foothills or foot of Mesa 30.25 chains
taken in Arizona, close to the Mexican
distant to southwest corner of San
line and is realistic in its portrayal
Jose tract and corner No. 3 of this
of events relating to the revolution in
uurvey. Thence North 29 degrees east
Quick Help to Backache and Rheu- along foothills 64.00 chains distant to
matism
wants corner1 4 of this survey which is a
The man or woman who
rheutake in mound of stone properly
backache
and
from
quick help
AN
matism, will find it in Foley Kidney marked. Thence south 61 degrees
Pills. They act so quickly and with east 89.12 chains to corner No. 5 of
Inmuram Prompt Dellrerlem at Minimum Cxpanma
such
good effect that weak, inactive this
satisfied
means
customers
more
and
customers whom you can
Quick delivery
Burvey which Is a stake In mound
that do not keep the blood
kidneys
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
clean and free of impurities,, are ton- of rock. Thence South 36 degrees 30
to healthy minutes West 63.00 chains distant to
ed up and strengthened
vigorous action. Good results follow corner No. 6 and north bank of Rio
their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
il
h
mil
in.
Hiidi
itm
wt
Gallinas. Thence northwesterly along
YSJ II I L 1
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
k
u ta ,;mt
. ii u'l
41..
.
' i a
.i
r
t wiii flrm
the north bank of Rio Gallinas to cor1
'r&''
in hi
Ui mil,
hi
mi
TO URGE RIVER IMPROVEMENT ner No. 1 and place of beginning.
it
I
Hannibal, Mo., Oct. 15. The early Containing 756.34 acres, more or less,
channel pro- according to survey made by John L.
completion of the
ject between St. Louis and Minneapo- Zimmerman.
B
.
lllllA.
r
lis is to be urged, by the Upper Misi.
Tract No. 2. Beginning at corner
LEI
sissippi River. Improvement associat- No. 1 which is a stake in mound of
ion, at its twelfth annual convention stone and identical with the northwest,
now in session here. , The gathering corner of Agapita Duran claim on
was called to p.rder today by President south bank of Rio Gallinas,
from
Thomas Wilkinson Delegates repre- whence a cross on chapel in Placa
senting commercial bodies of Illinois. Los Torres bears north 53 degrees 10
'm?
Towa, Missouri, Minnesota and Wis4
minutes west 16.88 chains' distart.
consin are In attendance.
Thence southwesterly along south
bank of Rio Gallinas 23.87 chains to
Stomach Trouble and Constipation angle in river, and corner No. 2 of
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulfrs from
this survey which is a stake J.u mound
Cured
CHARLES ILFELD CO&1PM3Y,
"I was sick for three years with of stone. Thence northwesterly along
stomach trouble and constipation, doc the Rio Gallinas 28.00 chains to the
tored continually with different physi northwest corner of Ramona Valverde
cians, with only temporary relief," claim and corner No. 3 of this survey
says Mrs. Hester Walte, of Antwerp, which is a stake in mound of stone.
Ohio. "A friend advised me to try Thence south 5 degrees 15 minutes
Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did, west 42.75 chains to southwest cor$1,500 FOLLY EOlllPPFfl 4T YOUR DOOR
and continued to use them for one ner of Ramona Valverde claim and
year, and they completely cured me, corner) No. 4 of this survey which Is a
not only l of the stomach trouble but stake in mound of stone. Thence
also of the constipation." For sale south 79 Jegrees east 130.0a chains
distant tr, corner No. 5 of this survey.
by all dealers. Adv.
Thence north 12 degrees east 53.75
chadnf to corner No. 6 and south hank
NOTICE
of
R'a Gallinas. Thence northwesterly
State of New Mexico, County of San
the south bank of the Rio Gallialong
Miguel, In the District Court.
60.50
nas
chains distant to corner No. 7
Kels C. Kier. and
a stake in mound of stone.
is
which
Alma S Kier
Thence
along south
southwesterly
Plaintiffs.
to
corner No. 1
Gallinas
bank
Rio
of
No. 7559 v
vs.
OVERLAND MQDF.L 59 T
of
and
Containing
beginning.
place
Roy II. Ellis, et al.
643.87 acres, more or less, according
Defendants.
Telephone or call and we will have our demona
to survey. Excepting therefrom
You, the defendants to the above
of land as claimed by
tract
certain
entitled cause and each of you, who
show you
Charle3 Trambley, Silverio Archuleto
are, Roy H. Ellis, Rose. Ellen Ellis,
and Ishmael Delgado, containing 37.15
James W. O'Connell, G. W. Stahl, W.
and likewise excepting thereLos
Automobile & Mociiipe Co .
S. Greenland, Mrs. W. S. Greenland, acres,
134.77
heretofore aoid to
from
(First, and real name unknown) are Rces Colemand;
Phone Main 344.
with a'., wa- together
Whalen, & Fowler Pri,ps
hereby notified that suit has been er and water
now
and heret.o- rights
commenced in the District Court of
connection
in
and bo- with
frre
used
the Fourth Judicial District In the
Ian !:.;
to said a'ove
State of New Mexico, County of San lcpging
lan-lare
described
abov.
si'
of
tho
Miguel, being cause No. 7559 by the
No. 38, county of
Precinct
in
situated,
plaintiffs above na,med. The objects San
Miguel, Territory (now state) of
of said suit being, that you the said
New Mexico, and according to survey
defendants be forever restrained and
made by John L. Zimmerman; and
MOST
YOUR MONEY
enjoined from claiming any right, title
the same lands conveyed by Edbeing
estate
or interest In and to the real
E. Johnson and others to said
ward
in the complaint and hereinafter deNels C. Kier by deed dated April 7th,
scribed. That plaintiffs be decreed
deed isrecarded May
to be the owners of said real estate 1911, which said
In
book
1911
70, page 311, Records
31st,
TA I L
and entitled to possession of same and
of
Deeds
and
of San MiConveyances
that their title be quieted in them
New
Mexico, reference
against any claim of said defendants. guel county.
is
to
deed
made.
which
hereby
The said real estate being situated In
The further objects of said suit are
also that a certain deed executed by
plaintiffs to the defendant Roy H
Ellis, conveying said land to him be
wAPiTAL paio n
set aside, vacated and held for nought.
SURPLUS
That the deed made and executed by
$50,000.00
$100,000.00
the defendants Roy H. Ellis and Rose
9
Ellen Ellis to the defendant W. S.
Greenland be set aside, vacated and
held as nought, which said deeds were
filed for record and recorded upon the
records of San Miguel county, New
J. M. Cunningham, President.
:tosKiua, OaBbifct
Mexico. And that said, defendants be
Frank Springer.
Ass't Cash
required to make, execute and deliver
to plaintiffs a deed conveying to them
L.
the title to said real estate.
The grounds of said relief prayeO
for by the plaintiffs being that said
defendants by fraud and conspiracy
induced plaintiffs to convey said real
estate to the said Roy H. Ellis. Plaintiffs pray for general relief.
are James T.
Plaintiffs
of Omaha
W.
w.
Slabough,
Becley,
Nebraska, and W. G. Haydon, East
Las Vegs.a, New Mexico.
STOCK
00
That;unless you the said defendants, and each of you enter your apOffice With the San Miguel National Bank
pear jnce in said cause on or before
the 17th day of November, A. D. 1913,
decree pro confesso and, Judgment by
Wm. Q. HAYUON
President
default will be rendered against you
H. W. KELLY
Vies President
and each of you.
D. T. HOSKINS
Treasurer
Dated this 24th day of September,

OF

FIELDING

PROGRAM

and carry off bis chickens and cattle.
A battle takes place near the farm
and a band of rebels take possession
of the house and make a barricade of
it. The house is shot to pieces and
takes fire, and Mendez's wife Is killed
by one of the bullets. He picks up
his crippled mother and carries her
out, then returns for his dead wife.
Again reaching his mother, he finds
her also dead. His dormant passion
and strength is aroused; his wife and
mother dead, his house In ashes; he
wrenches a gun from a dead soldier
and plunges into the fight, clubbing
the gun he attacks anybody, not knowing which side he is fighting. At last
he is shot, and staggering to the
place where his mother lies rolls over
over on his face dead.
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TAKE
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

o
o
o
o

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

C3

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure sure to interest
you.
All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.

SWASTIKA COAL
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Interest PeJd On Time, Deposits

PHONE MAIN 2

J

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL

$30,000

A. D. 1913.

INTEREST PAID ;ON DEPOSITS

LORENZO. DELGADO,
ISeal)
Clerk of the Above Entilted Court.
'
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o
o
o
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THE ONLY UNION

OFFICE IN TOWN
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We Have Hubbard

Squash
and Large Pie Pumpkins

WE HAVE

M i
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If you are
for
an inexpensive b u s

Light automobile lamps at 6:111
o'clock this evening.
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the opera Bar.
Adv.
The women of the Baptist church
will hold a
sale on
Mrs.
A. P.
at
of
store
the
Saturday
Headquarters for the finest meats
in the city. Why? We pay ths highest prices for the best cUtle obtainable at PaoeuV Adv.

which

mm
WW

Appearance counts for much-s- ay
what you will, the winner in
business or social circles is usually
the
man.
Be a winner be successful wear
well-dress-

ed

Vs.

The Ladies' Aid society of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock with Mrs. II. J. Ryan at her
home, 1235 Seventh street.

Daily and Charles Danziger
teams will bowl tonight at (he Elks'
club house. All Elks and their adles
are cordially invited to witness this
game, which, is a scheduled match in
the Elks' bowling league.

suit,
con-tain-

s

lCO

Women's

wools we
have just
thekindyou

want. It will
pay you to
our fall suits
cassemeres

The Woman's Club of Las Vegas
met this afternoon for the purpose of

holding its regular

annual election.

Best of all, you

wor-

save from $3 to $8
in cold cash, for a
STYLEPLU3 suit
at $17, will make
you as stylishly and
correctly dressed as
the best $20 to $25
suit you can buy
any where from any
body.
Be a winner

wear a STYLEPLUS
suit ours is the only
store in town that sells

'era.

?5he

PALACE
GLO. CO.
BEN LEWIS,

Prop

Tonight

$18

ft

LIKE to dress in a

neat and stylish
maner, and like to
get the very best qua
lity I can without
paying a stiff price.
Thats why ( am going
to stop and see Oreen-berge- r
about n?y

MAKES

111!

AUDIENCE
THE ITALIAN ORCHESTRA PLAYS
ONCE MORE FOR ITS OLD
TIME FRIENDS

;
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The Store- of
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THE

OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

BeJcery Goods Fresh Every Day
Rr
our

id,

R. Us,

CcJces, Pies,
Cookies

zmm

Doughnuts,

goods are the best

.Give Them a Trial

snl lie

in

the city

city he has displayed his thorough
who atability. The Las Vegans
tended the performance last night left
the theater well pleased and only regretting that the program was not
longer. The real love for music that
the Italian possesses and his ability 1
to play it pleasingly is what makes
the Bistolfi orchestra such a good 'i
organization.
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CURRY HONEYMOONING
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The story of

r.

Signs
Ask your

f

Ji I'

suc- -

cessful business
friends about them
and then come and

j
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I.JTk

see us.
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Las Ve&3 Ilrlit
and Pover

$16.50 or $18

S
v

,

and get as good as
many I pay $25 for.

...j V3

-

E. l

as Ve;!as, - New I'.ex.

right

nl

Jefferson
E. D

Raynolds,

Haliert Raynolds,

Raynolds, President.

Vice President.

S. B. Davis, Vice

Cashier.

H

President.

Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

f

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

SlOu.OOO

M

Surplus, and Unwvidkd Profits $35,000

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within t'se Scos:e of Good Banking.

kizssssst Paid!

mb

Time Ucsoslra

1

CONDIMENTS

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

Pearl and Granulated

1

....

Tapioca's
Delightfully Good N. V.
Cream Cheese

(
...

rt'

V.

Imported Macaroni
and Spaghetti
DELICATESSEKGCQDS

j

hil

ful business men

I

Santa Fe, Oct. 15. Has George Curry, former governor, former congressAIE APPALLING man of New Mexico, and well known
Rough Rider and now a benedict, landed the $15,000 a year plum on the
CHICAGO SPORT WRITER SAYS
Philippine cemmission?
THEY OUTNUMBER THOSE
Rumors have been spread that
OF 1903
"George" did. But as the news was
not printed in any paper in New
Chicago, Oct. 15
weekly list icQ
gfmta Fo New Mexlcan v.ired
of football injuries is appalling, as
the city editor of the Washington
compared to records of casualties in Times, which is usual!?- well informcombats of 10 years ago, according to ed on
political matters vith Judson
an authority on the gridiron game, C.
Welliver, the political wnicr, on
W"W6 tuuuy ill uiu v,iui'tt!iu uuuy )le TiniGS Staff
News. Despite the new rules, many;
Th Tlme8 edi(or repIied
oi wnicu were designed to eliminate lc "Currv not. on commission yet; till
roughness and lessen chance of injury, honeymooning."
tne new game makes tne old look like
Senator Catron's View
a parlor pastime, he says.
When
asked about the matter this
- The critic
does not blame the mod- morning United States Senator Thom- ern code or method of play for all the nR R. Catrrm of New Mexico said: "T
injurLs, but says that the changes Eaw Present Wilson and the secrc-have- ,
in part, defeated their very pur- - tnry about
Curry's appointment just
pose because they are responsible for before I left Washington and while 11
the losing of the skill, with which it was not stated officially that Curry
old time players avoided injury.
WOuld be appointed, I have reasons to

'l

A

to success

n

die

Perry Onion, the florist, has rimde
arrangements for moving his uptown
store from the present location to the
in line
They're
room two doors south, adjoining the
with everything
Palace clothing store in the Coors
Mr. Onion will
make the
block,
The suits we are offering for $9.95,
change this week and expects to he $12.50 and $15 are tailored expressly
in a better position to serve the
for us. The same quality and style
would cost you from $15 to $22.50 if
bought elsewhere. Folks! come in ft
Miss Rosanro Lopez and Mr. Fran- and look over our
sells.
immense stock of U
cisco Baca were united in marriage fall suits
and you will be convinced
at 9 o'clock this morning at the that we can save
you from $3 to $7.50.
Church of. Our Lady of Sorrows, by We will
press each suit bought from believe that
Rev. Father Paul Gilberton. The
curry will certainly get
us, once a month for one year free,
the position. It pays $15,000 and Is
young people are well known residents which means a
saving of $9 for you. good1 for four years, I understand."
of San Miguel county. The groom
Talchert's Clothing Store. Correct
has been in the employ of Appel Garments for Men Adv..
Brothers for about seven years.
Subscribe for The Optic
PUT THE LID ON DETROIT
FILIPINOS ARE NAMED
Detroit, Oct. 15. If the plans of
".n.mtirir
lllii
.1.1.-'nil
Washington, Oct.
Police Commissioner Gillespie are efWilson and Secretary Garrison today
fectively carried out Detroit will be
selected five Filipinos for the Philip ' entitled to call herself a "vlceless
pine commission, but withheld their town" after 'omorrow. Midnight to- 1
names until the nominations go to the
night is the time fixed by the ausenate tomorrow. A vice governor, thorities for
sounding the death knell
secretary of the interjor, and secre- for all disorderly resorts.. Landlords
Amertary of commerce and police, all
ana proprietors nave oeeii nouuea )
icans, remain to be selected. The that gambling houses, "red light" re1
rearrangement of personnel of the sorts and other places violating the
commission to give the natives a ma- law will no
to
be
permitted
longer
jority in the commission, which is the exist. The task of keeping the lid
is
the
their
of
legislature,
upper house
a Shipment of Eddy's
clamped down will be intrusted to a
first step In President Wilson's policy public moral bureau consisting of po--s
Celebrated
of ultimate independence for the
lice officials and women employed by
FRENCH TABLE
the. department.
MUSTARD AND

prc-nptl-

Convinced

well-know-

audi-

the ences for the past year and In each

eohtbaii injuries
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of

can buy a Clothcraft
Suit for
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This picture tells a itory
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OVERCOAT

JUS!

AT THE HOME

Niaht-Trad-

AND
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Gravity of

BOUCHER'S

Clothing
Economy
The
STYLEPLUS

seiner ui

FALL SUIT

iMlmnn

&

IMI "

The

Correct Garments for JVen
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Taicherf s CIo. Store

at the Castenada hotel one young man has played to large

season will take place when Miss
Gertrude Libby and William White
will be united in wedlock.
The wedspecial
ding will pecur at 8 o'clock.
orchestra will furnish music.

m

OTHRAFT

95,$l5

Mrs. William J. Lucas is the presiThe Bistolfi
orchestra at the
dent of the organization. The club Browne theater last night furnished
was still in session at 4 o'clock.
one of the most excellent musical
programs rendered in Las Vegas for
The committed in charge of the several months. Bistolfi's famous
Commercial club dance that is to he Italian orchestra made a popular hit.
held Friday evening at tne club rooms
The program was excellent, varying
e
announced this morning that the
from the classic to the popular, and
feature has been put off until each number was well rendered. En
Halloween. An informal dance will rico Turmanl, the young violinist,
be given.
played a number of solos which showed his ability as an artist. This
of the most brilliant weddings of

Benefactor

FUKMSHElt- S-

FOR ANOTHER

$9.95

HIT

Greatest

AND SON
J. C.--COMPLETE
JOHNSEN
HOME

over

look

$12.

A

Hfi WET

T

per cent

and

BISTOLFI

,

T.trl".

.!

mas-querad-

"The same price the world over

j

Systematize your kitchen with a

steds. Price

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the LbbT, of course.

The

i

ihAi'i

lookiop-

Sim-ison- 's

1

3'

Regular dance at P. u. Hall tonight

Romaine Fielding night at the Photoplay and Browne theaters tonight.
Bistolfi's orchestra at the Browne,
orchestra at the Photoplay.
Admission 5c and 10c at either theater. Adv.

Clothes may not make the
man, but good clothes have
got many a man a good job.

Place for Everything
w.
Everything in its flace

A

n

:

AdT.

Stearns' Store

1913.

15,

Money Saving Prices

I

UO

Moran.

the Lest Cantaloupes and
Peaches of the Season
BETTER. SPEAK QUICK

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,
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